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Preface

AP . .

The.goals of this monograph'are basiCa/Ay practical. We do not

Nt

intend to develop an extremely scholarly presentation ana analysis of

all.of the material on parent education. We do intend, however, to
, _, .....0.. ,

provide the elementary counselor and other interested professionals.

with sane basic information about several,models of parent training..

. In addition to this basic information whiSoan be viewed as primarily

an overview, we hope to provide some practical considerations which

will be of assistance to professionals instituting; parent edUcation or*

parent counseling programs at the local level. We also include a
0

bibliography at the end of each section thatbwill provide further

information specific to a given model.

No counselor or other pupil personnel specialist should be.expected

to be competent to carry out a program of'parent education on the basis

of this monograph alone. We are assuming that all persons setting up

parent-education programs will have had appropriate professional training

in some of the skills that are seen as prerequisites to participation

in a counseling program. Various models of counseling disagree, as to

the nature of the basic skills, and we make no attempt to determine wh'at

_ they should be for a given counselor in a given setting. We do 'assum

that some type of training program has

the counselor has at least rudimentary

We follow as much as possible the'

each of the modelilf parent education

2/

certified or will certiO that

skills

same adtline" or presentation with

. This outline is as follows:

iv U

p



1. ,History

2. Basic Assumptions

3. Goals

4. Training Procedures

5. Training of Trainers

6. References and Resources

0

to

The history; basic assumptions and goals of each of the major models of

parent education are presented so that parent educators or prospective

parent educators can determine the model that best fits their personal

styleS and best meets the needs of their particulai'settings.' In this

manner, the pardnt educator can op9rate as a molb inforied consumer of

'theories and training procedUres.

The primary exception to this outline nvolve6 the section dealing

with Training of Trainers. Very few Of the models givetspecifics on this

point, res4ting in gaps'in:the outline., These gaps represent deficien7

,

cies in the literature.

The chapter titled "Guide. for Getting Going" deals with issues that

arise when a parent education program. is started. These are issues that

need to be considered by every parent educator regardless of theoretical

orientation. Our general sdggestions for parent educators are included.

section. Suggestions relating to specific models of patent edu,,,,

cation are presented at the time the model is reviewed.

(

a
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Chapter I

Iptroduction 4

Definition of Par& Education

Prior to the review of models and techniques of parent training,

scpme tape of consensus on the definition of the term "parent training"

must be reached. We are aware of the complexity and difficulty of the

40
For the purposes of SAis monograph, we

use a road definition of "parenting" that covers all responses, activi-

ties, d skills involved in child management, child rearing, parent-
.

various tasks of being a parent.

child communications,' and general care of a child. We are well aware

4
that this definition is vague. We are.alsO aware that parenting skills

are clearly a function of -a number of variables such as innate and

reflive respOnses,.social and personal Valued, environmental circtm-

stances, and a multitude of less obvious variables.

Since we are unable to define parenting even to our own satisfaction,

0

we are hesitant to define "education" or attaining" (the terms will be',

used synonomously through this monograph). We shall proceed with a simple

definition of parent education lithe formal attempt to increase

. .

awareness of andility with the skills of parenting.

parents

One might well ask why anyone would attempt to influence such a

complex "paturally" occurring skill'as parenting. One response to sual.

an inquiry is an analogy used by Lamb and Reidy (1975) comparing the

complex tasks of parenting'and,speaking. Most people, barring, some type

O
ti

i

1

0
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of spe8fal situation, learn to parent. Listening to those around us as

well as to ourselves confirms e opinion that some people are clearly

,better speakers than others. 'There ate a number of'articulatory errors,

repetitions, substitutions, distortions, dysfluencies, and other diffi-
.

culties demonstrated in speaking. With a task as complex as speaking,

various degrees of these problems as well as particular skills can be

observed in each individual.
. .

The complex task of parenting is similar since we can observe parti-

cular skills or lack of skills. When particular deficits in speech are

identified, services are available in many community agencies such as

schools for the ,improvement or remediation of the problem. Screening

projects are often instituted Ito identify children early so that they

can start to develop within the normal:or acceptable.iange. In addition

4 :

to individual remediation prograMs, we often find speech and language)

development programs provided for all members of a group. Such programs

are often viewed'as a means of facilitating development as

ang a preventive function.

Parent training has similar goals. Increasing parenting is in
.

members of the community, early identificati9n of those with parti lar

needs, andithe rekediationd<identified problems are the general goals

of all references reviewed for this monograph. Professionals working7

with childrip and families have in fact identified areas of parental

functioning that appear to be related to children's functioning. These'

professionals have accepted the role %f intervening in a situation to

increase the level of paientil functioning in specific parents and .in

the broader community of parents.

J.2



Caplan (1964) speaks'of the various types ofprevention of mental

illness. Caplan's model Of Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary prevention'

can be applied to the general area of professionals working with parents.

Most, interventions directly involving parents in the mental health of
4

"their childrenlocus. on dealing with thi parents of children who have

been identified as having particular problems of mental health. Working

with identified problems is Tertiary Prevention. Some programs in mental

Health focub on working with'parents in the early identificatiOn of their

children's mental health problems. These projects fit into the level of

Secondary Prevention:--Primary Prevention projects, involve parents in

preventing mental health problems: Our review of the literature identi-

fies very few attempts to provide Primary Prevention. The three excep-

tions to this teficit are found in affectiVe education (Cottingham,

1973), elementary counseling with a developmental focus (Lamb and

Deschenes, 1973), And the parent training movement that has had periods

".) of growth and' decline over the last 90 years (Brim, 19595.

Distinction between Parent Training and Therapy

The goals of therapy and training. are similar and overlap in some

areas, but there is a distinction between them. The distinction is as

important for parents as it is for the professionals providing both..
,

services. iamb and Reidy (1975) present the following table to delineate

this distinction:

lo

1J.
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Parent training is:- Parent training is not:

1., training in child management

2. 'study of issues involved in
normal child development

-3. training in communication
communication

analysis-

.

4. based on the assumption that
specific skills are related
to one being a "better" parent

1. parent psychotherapy

2. marital counseling

3. primarily a way of helping
the parents re-live their
own childhood

.4. a place for phrents to can-
plain about their children
and "kids today"

5. time limited' and usually short' 5.. 'long term and expensiVe
term

6. task oriented _ 6. person and relationship
oriented

cal

Therapy -ypically focuses on the affective domain'while educatiOn and

training work with the 'cognitive.-, Therapy usually implies an existing

internalized problem; training does not. ere\mte'., of course, parent

trainees and therapists or counselors who wot4ld disagret with some of

thesesdistinctioils. It is important for counselors and parents'to clar-

ify the goals and procedures of both training and therapy. Both parties

to the implied contract between parent and trainer or par

pist must agree on goals, procedureo:fland values.

enyt and thera-

Christensen (1969) suggests that parents be viewed as people who 4

. \

need to learn and hot people who are sick. Since they need to learn,

education and not therapy is the most appropriate approach.. If one

L
agrtes with. this position, it isAntirely fitting for school profession--

*als to inclade:parent,aducation in-their piOgrams.

4. A. '4
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'History of Parent Training . /
._.

.. : . . . / .

storically, it can be assumed that, the-first parent training -in
.

.
' . the, uman race was children's observation of their parents engaged in N

Ir. .
) , ,

the complex skills of parenting. Training Was informal and acComplidhed
.. ,

by means of children identifying with, modeling fnpm, and imitating

significant parenting adults in their enviroriment. Wetcan further
ti

assume that the first attempt at formal parent training took place after

humens-develoPed sufficient communicatir skills for grandparents (t

other members of the group) to give suggestions.to their children con-
s

p
cerning the. raising of grandchildren.

,
From this rudimen beginning, parent training progressed to the

...
, ., .

ancient, Greek and Roman sages, commenting; astutely on the rearing of

future citizens. The lirst historical reference with direct

, .

irelevance,to.contert9oraay;parent training is Education/fOr
_

P,-Child Rearing by Brim (1959): 134.brk's history, of parent training indi-

cates that even,

.o

programs in Euiope during the eighteenth century, interest in this

. .
C 6

country care into focus dhring the early part of tile nineteenth century.
t

.

.Brim notes several magazines appearing between 1830 and 1850 (Mother's

..
gh there were apparently active parent training

Magazine, Mother's Assistant, and Parent's Magazine) which evidence

interest during this period. He cites other writers interested in the

history of Parent training, v o have traced group meetings of parents in

America as early as 1815 an "maternal Associations" meeting throughout

the 'countril around 1820. He identifies the Child Stu Assodiation of

America, founded in 1888 as- the Society for the.Sttidy cf Child Nature,

)

as the oldedt United States (4roup with a continhipg parent education

t
..- r. .

,'

----focus. The National Congress of Parents anti Teachers, foinded around -
.

. . ...--

. ..

C'e '5

...e...

.

.

, ,
.
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During this period'vaiimistprOgrami,spiang up, and palehteduqation.

A

-----7,--, ---,--
i

. .

. (s . , c

' , +,_-___A.
,

-4.
=3'% -=11,' :.1*- ..: :, : C ' :

5. the beginning of the twentieth century as_ e Congress of, bphersfiNad

.-' : ";13'..
.

ans.express purpose,of educating parents in child development, The yeaXs
,

- between 3,920 ana the early 1930's, ,Brim htitesr were particularly active.
I -1. ' 1 .--

r O.

f ,
profeesionaliied-due tci,1/2he availability of

Priva'64te

and govern-

.. l

=.. .,
, , ; ....W 1 ,:'.I.: .

" ..t.
.... 1 ::.

'late
. f%

.. mini ,monies. ioUrces "till:Indding diminished in the ikisfdle" f...i!? :030'44. .
-, ,_ . . __.

. --,-,, , . - ----,-7.:.

. and tha,field suffered,assetback in professional activities. Bilist
r'--

work includes
Fr ")
a list'of thirty-six national, organizations which specify

$ . . .1 .
tt-

parent,edutatlonLaal- a-goal.
_...

/

P
.

This brief history from Brim's work is presented to give a perspec-

tive,on the field of parent training-parpnt
,

educatioh which indidates
- ,

that even though a number bf counselors, Couiiselor educators, pupi per-

a
4,sonnel specialists, and other social and persohal,interveners feel

are cieati41;aonew field'when they deal with parent training, they

in error; Others have been there previously.

i

Rationale for Parent Training

they

are

Part of:the rationale for parent training is illustrated by the

4
previous analogy betWeen speaking and parenting. Professionals and

4

others responsible for the well-being and development of children have

taLn%it upon themselves to engage in various.levele of prevention of

mental disorders mtch the way other responsible, child -aseents have dealt

.
with issues of speech add linguage development: In a sense, the movement

C

.
...

of counselors into the area of parent training is entirely consistent

with the emphasis on chlid,advr acy proposed by, the White Douse Confer-

ence on Children and' Youth 1970.

.r4 Waggoner (1970); in his .presidential address to the American Psychi-

t

airier Association, gave several recommendations to his colleagues
. .:

.

°

. , 76;.`4-

a
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e
V

---....reganding preventive psychiatry. Two dealt directly with parent train-

ing..,He suggested developing a training prograft for potential parents

in high school and collegde and establishing counseling centers for

parents seeking advice.
, .

4 .

r .
(

$

Several writers -take .the position that wOrking with parents\is an

appropriate ;unction for counselord. Lamb and Deschenes (1973) make

this point when outlining the role of elementary schoorcounselors.

Mcpehearty (1968) expounds on the position that counselors would be

,
0 .

spending_their time much more efficiently by.dealing with the caretakers
,

c:,
/

/

of children rather than with the individual children who appear to have

- the most Severe problems. The.position is essentially one of pragmitics --

.. ,:,... ...using.caunselors-in task4Adre they can-perform the greatest good for
:. ...-

.., ,.

,the greatest..number. In his posi.tibil paper on the direction of counsel -
--6 , :\s.

1

ing in'the 1980's, Berdie (1972) suggests counselors -Start working as \
- . (4

applied behavioral scientists, facilitating individual developmentlay.-

?k,

/..,

working with a focus larger than just the child. Working with'students,

.,.,/,f

parents,,kamiiies, teachers and administrators would'help provide .

--,6 ter,-.

/.-',

;

/
././

experiences to prdmote individual development: I
.

/ -

,. ,.*, . -

... ,
. / : 7:

Rheingold.,(1973), a.specialist.in child develcipmdntetskds/ecte ;,"...
.

,

A...

,. ,

position that up until now psychologists (and,vecialists_in behaviciral
.

,,
, - ---,

sciences) have given little Practical assistance to parents. ,Mni 2 'r " -

/ ,
t ' '

studies are presented in the literature but 7,6,y1: ?..." s "

to offer in response to the question, "What c you -tgibidd about.

..:,

'raising my children so that they have a better chance pf growing up
6 ,..,;:L.,

. .- ..,

.6.-4.-*

. without problems and reaching their potential?" Rheingold holds that
-. .; , f

.. i . 11-41....4

enough. information is now available to answer this and similar questions, -., "'.1.0,

. iJa. ....

k

And she encourages professionals to accept the responsibility they,halie'
. -4.

'

'.i

,
. ...,.. "

inthi4:.area. .
v

/
--,..- -6.:,.:

7
.t.6.1

:,..6'ir .

. P .. , ! .....

.. 4.1
/

/
' 4
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More than twenty years agb Gruenberg (52) addressed several issues

of parent,trainiqg. Even at, that. time pArenfs were being bombarded.by,

. ,

conflicfl Ceng adviabout raising children. According to'Gruenbergs

.

I ,.
e , ,

Eirediction, parents would 1.&)k to,the school for collaboration'in child

S

'development

pAren7.s and

and in esfabliShing a higher gualiiyrelationAip between

Jr.111b
children. Gru erg suggested that schools assume a joint

./

re,ponsibility in thi d process rather than fear that by engaging in such

activities they are taking autil, the responsibility of the:parenti:

...-

Even teathers- are..6,14gesting that counselors (elementary in this
, ,

. . .

case) Should have more:.contacto,With rents, aacording'to.MaSih (1969).

. . )
.

Teachers surveyed felt that counsel Should see.parents'individually

, .

and, in .groups and should.Spend:Fkap jilt-6 following up cases with teacher

-'--
4

- .
s ' . ' ,. . le,

aridiht COrit#CtS. .. !

: .

,

, NHatison 4968) fonnd.that 92% of the parents surveyed felt that

tiiitts. counselor Could expect V°, have the parent and 'child follow th
1

ough

r, (

ton.plani agreed to by all tree,parties. This implies a close working

: relationship ampng.the three par.
.

ties which is not limited to parent

1 tr aining butcoUl 4.iedome a crucial asp ect of it..
,

,
Garner and Sperty--.(1968) completed a Survey, of approximatelY'SOb

, \ \ -

) mothers of children in grAes 1-6 to.lind\sput:

,

-,infprma,tion-and sprvices, 2}., types of information

ources of child care

an services they

3)'types of serviceb they heed. The majority of ktherSndi-
.

majority3of

cated that they received most of their information froni\family andf

.
.'

;friends. Approximately,onei-third indicated that they needed more inlbr-
.,, -

, 47 :. .,-

:,.!..flifi.pp on school and education. Approximately half of the mothers

, -
, J Ii 1'

.
1

-

,,ildicated that discussion :groups would be the preferred means of

, V
. .

I

'Y
c

4,.
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,pbtaini informationnformation and services.. These findings indicate that

services in :the.school program could be added or expanded to meet these

'needs:
.

-r

Another rationald for parent training is found in research litera-

ture
7

ture that in dicates such training is `beneficial. The amount of ,research

on the effectiveness of parent training is extremely small, considering

the amount of attention given the area currently and in the past. Lake

Most areas in which child advocates and social interveners aie working,

-. little-attention has been given to evaluation of the intervention.

References giving empirical demonstration of effectiveness arp presented

later in the monograph under the type of theoretical Model appropriate

fo4)the training used.

Data presented by Pigott (1969) provide a brief ekample of an empir-

,4*

ical rationale derived from an experiment. Fifty trader- achieving boys

irls were the subjects of this study.. The children's parents saw

pounseIlf for fifteen weekly half-hour sessions. Fifty-four per cent

0
of the experimental group improved, 23% remained the same, and 23%

regressed. Niethe control group only 19% gained, while 30% stayed the

same, and 50% went down in performance.. Accordingly, Pigott concludes

44.

that the approach was effective.

Thils, several major rationales can be seen for the provision of

parent training services; 1) helping parents intervene when their child

shows signs of emotional disturbance,,2) helping,parents recognize early

signs of emotional disturbance so that.early intervention is possible,

3) helping change environmental situations and stresses so that emotional

disturbances in children are less likely to occur (these three are from

the prevention of mental illness model described by ,Caplan), 4) various
4

9



professionals and specialists agree that there are, sufficient inf

and'skills avail4ble now that relate to assisting parents in helpk

)
dhildren to devel

\

p as fully as possible, 5) teachereare
41
iwgestihl

'1!.\

g

, .

that counselors become involved in this area, 6) parents inciOate t,
. , -

.

t:=4e. ,
.I.

they desire information on child developMent and their role in, this
. . - . ._., ! ,

ation

development, 7) some studies indicate that parent training is effective,

8) parental involvement is good public relations policy in a number'of

areas, 9) working with the parents as Well as the child give the

counselor a ,better 'picture of the child's total environment, 10) there

is some evidence that' work with parents brings about better results than

work with the child as the only target, and 11) working with parents

well with the current focus of counselors spending more time in "consul-

tation" rather than in direct contact with children.

10

y
t

4
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Logical and natural*iConsequences?: Family meetings or Rh ncils?

Encouragement? These may be new terms; bait they are essential to
oohns4ors using Adleriaemethods in parent-education programs.
Teachihg parents, how to have "democratic living" in the home is one

of the most important lessons in this %del. To acoompftsh the goal

of democratic living parents learn how to encourage their caldren,
to rels,te to children on:an equal basis, to use logical and natural
consequ?nces more and to understand.the goals of children'S
misbehavior. 0

Chapter II

Adlerian Parent Edtdation Center

4

. .

History' \

/
.

. 1

. . 4 :
Alfred Adler devised this methodology in the early 1900'syhen

L
he

,

1Yblished hie defense of the curtent work onNdream interpretations. The

'article brought him and Freud together, andin 1902 ler joined the

,

,..
Vienha PsychoanalytiC Society. Adler's main interest and concentration

were in over-compensation, with his views on qrgan inferiority and com-

pensation first published in 1907. As time went on he became more''.:

'--- I )'---

interested in the psychological and subjective reasons for man's behavior.

After World War I he spent his time organizing 'child guidance centers
..;

_which had great impact on education.

Adler worked at a time 44aparents and educators were greatly(;
. .

.

influenced by Freud and his followers. Parents were feeling confused by
o-

differences between traditional methods of raising children and new ideas

being offered,by Freud. All in all this seems to have madeAor a time

44*
when parents were xaising children without a definite,' consistehe het of

guidelines or patterns. Due to the resulting confusioni.n.parents

13 i!)
r
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thinking, there was much "hopping",,between the new approach and the old

approach Dreikurs & Grey, 1968; Watson, 1963). ,

In the late 1920's and early 1930's Adler became known in the
...,. -.

. % .t,,

United, States. Perhapi the greatest stronghold lTor his teachings was !'
.---._

_ . .

. the Chicago Guidence,Center, later known as The Alfred Adler Institute,
, .

4.,
o,.

, . 4 , f.
, ...,

1 :A 't".'.

which was. started by Df. Rudolph Dreadurs., Untit',his death a feW years

.0
ago Drell:Airs had a majoi.. impact on counselors and parent educators.

.. .-

Basic Assumptions

Some of Adler's principles particularly Erertinent to children and

parents are discussed by Dreikurs, Corsini, Lowe, andgonstegard'(1959);
0i.

N

Dreikurs and Grey (1968);. Dreikurs, Gould, and Corsini (1974); and Watson

0

(1963). A summary of these principles follows:'

1. Man is a social being; even the young seek ways to' be pkrt,2X- 4;

family and other groups.
.

2. Humans want to be4socialized; therefore,, their social'interest

becomes the most important facet of their striving.

3. All behavior is.pur give; man is agoal seeking organism.

understand behavior actions,' you must know the goals.

4. Each person creates Slifestyle which is a sum 'total of the

attituded, goals, and beliefs he/She develops-to find hip/her

place or ,achieve his/her goal, t,

5. yrhe law of equality on which our so ety is based demands recog-

nition of everyone as an equal: °

.6. With freedom comes responsibility.

7. Cooperation isineeded betweenfamily members, not permissiveness.r ...

Cooperation cannot, happen without accepting responsibility. 1

(

8. Infants operate by trial.and error and begin to discriminate 411,
,

sets of responses. They learn to avoid pain and punishmenV.and

'tio give responses which bring them SatisfactiOn;,08y four to six

years of age, they have formed a concept of how they can find .,

their place:-in-the family. -'

,

9. We behave in -accordante with our expectations. *



C.

'1

r

Attempts hdve been made to build a more democratic society on the

principle of equality. The upheairal of the 1960's and 1970's was due in
Is

. part to denial Of equality to certain members-of society. No longer will

-women, non-whites or the young accept second class citizenship. Many

traditions' rules and guidelines are no longer, accepted; they are chal-

lenged to bend and change. Children openly question parents' authority.
.

People are bombarded by facts, figures and statistics which say the young

are causing trouble for others and for themsel'>es. Could the probleia be
le ,-

that children have 6eedom but not,equality? Could it be that parents

' are frustrated Ocause they are told to "buckle down" and "tighten up,"

t - '
while they see the Oldauthoritarism isn't working?:

Eledentarrschools'are plagued with reluctant learners, children

'4?
who are unwilling t9 cooperate at learning." New teaching materials and

methodologies are used, but,many of the same problems still exist. Coun-

.

seling has been inclUdea in the ementary school since approximately
.

1965,'hopefully providing chil en with an.advocate in the system. With

this development itjs increasingly cleai-that w4 mutt work with the
'

4-..

significant adults in a Child's life (Christiansen, 1969; Dinkmeyer,
, ..

1973(a); Lamb & Deschenes, 1973). ',Since parents are recogniZed as an'
''z' -

J.

.

important resource to professionals working.with dhildren, it is impor-
. 1 -

.

,
.

tent that parents be offered assistance and education in the skills of

parenting. Parent edUCation can be offered.as-part'of the on-going
, ,..

.

sohoo1.counseling program to help parents do a more effective job of,

. _

raising their children and to increase communication between home and

4P'
..,,

school.

4.7"
°

.
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Goals--r,
According to Dreikurs, et al. 11959) the '"Philosophy ofparent edu-

.cAtion is to do unto other* as yolk would have others do unto you."

. 4
since, parents. follow the examples of their parents beforithem, reratica-

,

#on. is needed. We *Must help p ehts become educators. One ofthe goals

then is 'to help parents understand children, to know how they think and
A

to comprehend the motives for their actions. -Another goal is, to help

parents improve the tuality of help they provide their children. Perhaps

the-goal of, goals is to help parents relate more effectively to their

children (Dinkmeyer, 1968).

,In Adlerian family counseling (family counseling is the most common

model of Adlerian parent education), the overa'l goals are general; however,
6

the goals each family sets for itself are very specific. The general goals

were mentioned above; examples of specific goals follow:

1. Reduce the number of fights between the children by making sure

Mother or bad does not become involved.

--2. Each person is responsible. for his or her awn room and belongings

and therefore Mother does,not pick, up after anyone.

3. All'members share work chores on a rotating hasis,.even the baby.

Since goals-for each family are concrete, changesill family patterns-are

observable. It would .be easy to observe any of the three goals mentioned

above.

The family'ha's one hundrdd per cent responsibility for selection of

,goals. .The counselor offers suggestions such as, "How would it be if

this week no one.is'called by Mom or Dad to get ready for school?" If

the* paients are'uncomfortable
with allowing the Children to bd late;

another goal would be suggestedior this one altered. Any family member

laay suggest a goal fot the family; the leader makes suggestions in the

"how" procedures.

4
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Several delivery systems have been devised for-Adlerian family
. : "

counseling, but they'have much in common with one another. Parental

familiarity wit the goals of children is important to all Models. 01

.

particular importance are the four goals of misbehavior which children

.

use-O,finda.place in. the family. Often the goals" are mistaken, and

children do not gain the position in the family they most desire, These
r.

cs

goals are Dreikur, et: al., 1974): 1) to gain attention, 2) to demon-

strate power, 3) to punish or get even (retaliation) and 4) to demon-

stratesirate inadequacy. c

To gain.a position, of strength in a family, a child will attempt

many behaviors which have one of these four ,,,.aiie are a

few examples:

1. Throwing a, tantrum in public to embarrass-Mother and Dad shows

your,power as a Child.

2. When as a five year old you demang help in dressing from other
family members you are using inadequacy to gain what you want. .

3. Two'siblings-start-a-fight near the telephone when Motheris
talking ta someOne to, get attention focused on them and away

from the phone conversation.

4. After having been disciplined a child starts a fight among other

siblings which upsets what the parents area doing as a way of

getting even (retaliation).,

Learning the use of "natural consequences" lternative to

... -

powerful control of the child iscotberpridciple of Adleriah parent

tducation. If parents can learn to allow children to experiancelthe

consequences of their acts, an honest and real learning Situation is

provided. Parents often do not allow this to occur becaUse they feel

r

the needto ptotect the Child and scold or pilniskinsteadjDreikurs,' /

1964). Natural consequences do not need to be planned or struct4red but i

. . are a direct flow from the act as thefollowinglaxamplillustrate:
,.c...!,

.
..

t
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O

1. If a child continuously gets up late and therefore misses the
school bus, the natural consequence is walking to'school and
being late or, if itcis a great distance, an aleicused absence

from School.

2. A child who reuses to eat his meals will eventually want a
snack which is not there.. All food is removed at the end of
the meal and'is not available again until the next ,schedbled-.

meal.

Natural consequences' allow parents to avoid a power struggleigith a,child
o

by permitting the natural flow of events. It takes time to learn this

skill and counselors will need to encourage parent beginners frequently.

,- Parents also learn the use o logical consequences. Dreikurs and

i .

Grey define logical consequences as "situations where the conseqUence is,
.

in effect, arranged by the parents'or another adult rather than being
0

.'solely the result of the child's own. acts" (Dreikurs and Grey, 1968,

p. 65) . An example is,the case 'of a pre-schooler who Wints- to,run into

the street to play. Obviously a parent will not.alloW the natural con=
04c,

sequence of a car hitting the child; however, one might make the child

stay in the house or yard. The explanation would be made to thg child

.

that since he had gone'into the street when asked.not to do so, he will
. .

.

now have to stay inside. 0.

Teaching parents to step'back' and avoid power struggles isianother

... goal. This.requires a great deal of interpretation and rerinterpretation

by the:Counselor.. For manytlreasonS,.pareuts view avoiding power struggles

as "letting the child get by" andfeel "that makes me a weak parent." A

counselor needs to spend considerable .time helping parents see that bys

withdrawing their attention from the inappropriate behavior they are be-

i

ing stronger parents and will, in the end, be pleased to know'that their

children cannot "draw" them into a situation.

18
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At-ill people -- even Children e equal according to Adlerian

philosophy, another goal of parent education
.

ofeeTiality.

decisiorls.

is to gain their acceptance

Idren are papal in their rights, responsibilities and

4
ti

s -does not-mean children are. the same.: They are not as.

_big; they are notaematUre. We must not confuse equality with sameness.

We do not own our children; as they grow, it becomes increasingly evidenit

that they will and 40 make decisions, and accept or rejAct responsibili-
.

-ties.' It-is important therefore to respect ,children. as people from an

early age and to allo4 them equal rights.

A counselor who decidesto try an Adlerian based parent education

4!k
.... . prograp will want fostkow hOw'best to apply these principles.

,,
.t -r .

several models one can 'follow.. 4
l.

0-r

-4,

Mother -tudy Groups

3.

Training Pro6e4ures

Below are

/.

This model wasvintroduced by Dreikurs,and has been. used in many

schools-arid "agencieS.- A__group-of-ten_or so mothers meets, once a week

with a leader to learn new principles for living with children. Meetings

scan be.hel4n members' homes, at school or in any other designated lo'ca-

tion. They follow an outline or textbook which focuses on re-education

.

of thepaients and notion counseling or therapy. The groups, are deyelop-
.

nature rather than crisis oriented. Parents are asked to read

assignments between meetings. These, plus the experiences each parent

. mental in

};having, are discussed each-week: While parents gain much from their

'readings, often the real insights are gained throilgh qiscusiloa with one

another. When parents discover theirs is not the only family in whiCh

Mother pleads, begs and creams;. Father yells and sharply disciplines;

the4hildren appear-to be "in control" and getting their way, they

- '19 r
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begin to gain confidence in, themselves and in the purposes of the group.

As-meipers begin to contribute their experiences, especially those which

are examples of trying the new.methods
C

of responding to children, many

hIe' '\-
parents will telax and start to experiment at home.

)AMother Study Grdup has a trained leader mho lends support and.
, 1.

.-.

asftstance throughout the ,study. The leader can answer questions aboUt
c

thesreading and,give examples from daily living to demonstrte a point.
.

Perhaps a more important role for theileader is encouraging mothers to

try out the principles, taking' specific problems and Alining a plan of

action.
r

An exemple, a-,would be assisting mother to list all the chores

4-tound`UT house and make, a "work chart" for family members. Another

-.,

I

CI-
.

-job for the leader is to point out to mothers how ,they play ihto tifel,
.

.\--6.7 , children 4-s hands. For instance, tothers make rules such as 41. perspne'
c, ..,..

(3
c:-:

. ,. f .

-, .1aust pid10.2p their own belgings; however, i(hey become tired of the Mess

....-- &, ...- .

\s ' ,---

and pick everything up, thereby, making the rule meaningless.' Children
\

\
(

._ learn frOm this eii-Perienpe that they can outlast Mqm and keep he their
.._.- . i, .,

,, same.. In'cther Words, the leader cah;begin to show mothers how they .'

f
,(---

-.7. , 6.1. *
-.. ;,. k., n

are in comparisbn to how they want to be. As group members become fami-
--, c l

.
)e

N.-
liar with vatic)* patterni and traps they begin to share this role with

-%-,,

' the leader.
',f.. ...:

. , .

The members .from the first Mother 'Study GroUp orften become leaders._

'of Other groups, .particularly .if this-is estabiished -es a goal ,t)r,the',

-10.

,- \
first_ group and time is spent on learning to be-r a leadet._"AlMether Study

.--- -..4,

Group,does not require highly.skilled leaders. Part,of its success builds

-.
, ,,

- ,
<2.. . -,,,- ,<-,

,on mothers helping each other, amdthetext can be used-as a guideline ,
. , text,

'...r '...., g
f

r\

r\

f8r 'discussion.
0 0
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Most Mother Study Groups use Children: The.Challange written byi ; 1

.: . ..

Dreiikureand Stoltz (1964) as their text. Other'Possible references.!,are:
V

:,

1. Raising a Responsible Child by Dinkmeyer and McKay (1973):::,

2, A Parent's Guide to Child Discipline by Rudolph Dreikurs And

\Loren Grey (1970Y. . . .

r 1

. r..i " ..
I ,**.o-fi

v./ .
1%. It: k

r F

3. Discipline.without Tyranny by Loren'Grey (1972).

Logical Consequences by Rudolph Dieikurs and Loren drey. (1968).

Father Study Groups

Another model of Adlerian parelt education it ether Study Groups'

using the same, format and text as Mother Study. Groups Some basic differ -

'enves observed by the first author while using thit_mOdel were:

.

N

1. 'The. Atmosphere wad less social anci-tore businesslike.. "Fathers

were cordial but less-inclined-to engage in general conversi-
).. -... ,

tion. ' -

2. The leader was challenged mbre for evidence and proof of points

being made.
.r

.. -
)

3. More time was needed to cover-'44 ifig
:
up-phys _. ,control.

4.

'- -.., .-.-.7% ;*:,..4::--'

._ . A .)=, .

4. A lot of discussion centered on-the-ET ob aoAleving a small
w ,

amount of time at home.
,- .),

. l'
-'.4 1-,

\ O.
The fathers were positive about the opportunity.tO',1earn',hto be better

., '....7...

parents and pleased that someone at 'their chila-$ school haa'fThcluded

. , . .!1-

them. The Group appeared to ,b41 more 'successful witOdthers*Rse wives_

had also been through the.material.
,w. ,:i

. t

To provide groupd fqr fathers, the counselor may need, to wort some

evening time. It is highly important for the counselor/leader'to recog-r -

.nizethe uneasiness fathers feel with this kind of exercise.' 'Many are
0

struggling with th%old role assignment of children being the redponsi

'bility of the mother. The leader must be prepared for som6prleus.
N./

challenges and cannot bethreatened easily by them.

21
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. Cquple Study Groups

. A third variation of the Study Group approach to Adlerian parent

edliatiOn has both parents attend at fhe same time. The first author

used the same format and text as in the Mother Study Group. Five couples

were invited for ten evening sessions in the counselor's offiCe. At

, r
first members were reluctant to di.tettss any problems they were hav,ing

with their children. However, as they,completed their reading assign -
,

ments they saw that their problems were common in families and they

became more relaxed. Jthother,hurdle for 'them taas to describe a situation

without blaming the otherOparent whiCh was a rule laid down in the begin-
-

ning. The grOup agreecito focu, on developing more effective styles of

relating to their child ether than trying to determine which parent

`

was "wrong."""rt was interqStkii4 to mate ;that a-fai4er From, one family

would listen very attentively to a mOther.from a second family describing

a difficulty she was having, only to have hiswife say at the end that

she was having the same problem and he never would believe her when she

tried to tall( about it. In other words, they were often better able to

see their own family's difficulties thedugh another :family's description.

The greatest asset was that both parents could begin:to change at the.../

same time in deciding newrules, procedures, and voliCiesfor their fami=

lies. One,parent did not have to go home to convince the:other one to

try some new things around the home. Parents could also-encourage one

another by pointing out improvements they saw at home. Group study

.104

helped parents begin to feel the sharing role of parenting; no longer

did one parent feel burdened by theresponsibilitor alone in the job.

r>, Iwo
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Family (ounseling Sessions

in this type of Adlerian parent education, all members
.

.(

the counselor at a school, guidance center, Church or other

Generally the counselor has all members begin by describing

day at their house. Who gets up first? Who starts breakfast?

morning chores or responsibilities:

meet with

facility.

a typical

of a family

Who leaves the house first? What other

are theie? What grade is each of the children in?

school? Who comes home'first? What responsibilities are ':ere at dinner

time? Usually the mother or father starts the deicription with other

members adding thoughts and opinions as the description progresses.

How does each do in

Often the parent will say something like "Johnny doesn't get up when he

is.called." Johnny will then agree or disagree.
SP'

After-twenty minutes or so of this interviewing the counselor inter-

views the children separately from their parents, asking questions such

as: ':Who starts fights at your house?" or "Who doesn't do their chores?"

Many questions focus around how the children see themselves in relation
.0

to the,family group. Feelings of inadequacy, loss of power, being

picked on appear during the d scussion. Aext the counselor interviews

the parents'alone to hear them-desore how they see things at hothe.

Often parents feel one child is causing them the most concern. Parents

are concerned over a child doing poorly at school, one who doesn't do

anything he/she is asked, one whose -too quiet ana alone. The coun

selor gives them a couple of sugge0.ti -"Co .see how they might work at

their house. The parents' response gives the counselors some feeling

fot how flexible thgrparents areand what they might feel comfortable

trying.



Finally, all family metbers are called togetheragaiit. The counselor

presents or discusses,what he/she seesas.some of the problems they should

be working on, explaining how he/she heard these things from the chil-

dren's and parents' descriptions. An example might be that Mother has

,_ ---
complained the children do not-come home in time for dinner, arriving

late and wanting,to eat. A new approach would be that Mother gives notice

to all members as to the time of dinner, serves dinner to whoever,i at

home, and clears the table when they finish. Late arrivers can either go

without dinner or fix it thenselvesas well as clean up all dishes and

pans. Another example might 1e the toys, books, and clothing left around

the house, which Mother unsuccessfully has asked be picked up, and which

she eventually picks up herself. A new approach might be that anything

Mother picks up becomes her property -to sell back or throw away. Anothei

. . .

...f

session may lead to discussion of what the family members are doing about
Y

,

fighting with each other, distribution of work chores, _getting parer4s'

attention-and so forth: All members participate in planning for the next

week sa there areno agendas hidden 'from the children. The counselor

introduces the'family to the principles of respect for each other and

equality of all members; therefore, the sessions are counseling and edu-

chtional in nature.

Originally these sessions were a part of Dreikurs' child guidance

center Programs. He and his staff noticed
,

so much in common from family

r ..
to family that they decided to demonstrate family counseling sessions ink'

front of an auaience (Dreikurs, Corsini, LoWe, Sogstegard, l959)%, As

parents watch the demonstration family, they learn about patterns of
.

interaction and the results these have in family relationships. The

demdhstration family has the same everyday problems 'as other families,

O
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so others identify with them and learn from the counseling,sesslOn as

well. In situations when counselor do not have enough time forall

the people they serve, this method provides services to more people.

In addition,many, families are too shy or embarrassed to actually come

to a counselor about their family relationships but sincerely want to

do a better job at home. These families can learn a great deal from a
$

demonstration family counseling session. Athese techniques become

known, .and therefore trusted, more families are willing to volunteer as
o

vAw,

demonstration families. Counselors will find participating families

recommend these sessions to their neighbors, friends and relatives.

Family Councils or Family Meetings

Family Councils are defined i4 the subtitle of Dreikurs' new book

on the subject, Family1Council: The Dreikurs Technique for putting an

End to War between ;Barents and Children (and between Children4,7 and .

Children) (Dreikurs, Gould, Corsini, 1974). As'noted earlier in this

chapter,:our society is moving from authoritarian relationships toward

democratic relationships. As parents try to keep hariflony in the home,

they find they dl not know how to bring democratic living to their full

and.busy lives. The Family Council approach is designed for parents
A

... .

striving toward,aemOcratic living, with respect for all members of the
... , - -

* . ,

family and acceptaihce of equality for each member. Dreikurs, et al.'

-

(1974) base their promotion of Family Councils:on the following proposi-

tions -:

1. The Family is an Qrganization -which,4should. operate in an orderly
mannl-F, each member knowing what to do and what acceptable
limits are.

V-- --

2. -Embtions Follcw_Intellect and Behavior; we like and'are kindest
to those.who_ireat us nicely.--This calls for family memberi to
find ways to be more cooperative with one another. b.

25
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3. Human Beings Can Function °nil. as Equals. Respect and equality

must be present, not Onlyfroldtoward parent, but also
from parent to child and child tO child, to allow all-members

to do their best.
***

4. Logic Works Better Than Force, which calls for parents Ito avoid

the use of bribes,rthreats or pleading with the -child to gain

better family relationships.
1

5. Human Relationships are Logical' Parents should allow their
children to 'experience the consihuences of their. acts early in
life, as the world will-functimi, this way when they are grown.

6. Parents and Children are Engage0 in a Cooperative Venture;all
family members have a responsibility for the family. Therefore,

they must know their contributions to the family are respected.

Parents do not have sole responsibility for the family.

7. Well-Being Depends on Cooperation which means children must
learn cooperation rather than selfishness, self-centeredness

and unhappiness.

Dreikurs, et al. define a Family Counce as follows; "A group of people.

,

who live together, whether -or not they are related by blood oemarriage.

The group shall have regularly scheduled meetings and operate under 'rules

agreed upon in advance. The meetings shall be an open forum at which all

family members can speak without interrivtion, with freedom of expression,

- 1

without fear of consequences, and withbut regard for age or status. It6

deliberations result in decision onlvwhen all members .present agree .

that is, come to a common tinderstandimg" (page 7). '

In organizing a Family Council 4ome simple steps need to be taken

such as setting date and time, makin4 sure all family members are invited,

establishing rules and agenda. Sessions are not held for members to

complain about all the little thinO upsetting them, but rather'as a

technique for building better communications and resolving conflicts.''It

takes families several taeeks of meeting/before they feel comfortable with

this method, and they may need encouragement from a counselor tor continue,

.A counselor can also point out where communications have failed due to
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not respecting each other's views or not ailicwing all members to,Larti-

cipate to their fullest. Families need-time to decide this method works

better than screaming, yelling and fighting.

° "C"'Groupe
A

'Dinkmeyer designed this technique after years of work with parents

and counselors (Dinkmeyer & Arcinie& 1972; and Dinkmeyer, 1973). The

"C" group helps parents understand children's behavior and their own

I
reactions to that behavior. "C" groups differ from discussion or study

groups in that they consider how parents' feelings hamper` their ability

to relate successfully to their children. As educat ors stress the need

to work with the "whole child," counselorsusing this technique work

with the "whole parent." "C" groups consider the affedtive, cognitive

and behavioral domains of the parent. The name "C" group derivesfrom

seven basic components beginning with the letter "c":

1. Collaboration. All members of the grpup are equal, including'

they, leader.

2. Consultation. Parents and leader help and advise dach'other.

3. Clarification. Group members help each othef clarify what goes

on and how beliefs hamper efforts.

4. Confrontation provides honest feedback to the group.

5. Concern of the group for each member.

6. Confidentiality. The group treats all discussion as confi en-

tial,

7. Commitment. Parents commit themselves and patterns of communir

cation at home to change, rather than dedidate their efforts to
changing the children. /

At the first session each parent introduces him or her self and

IMP
briefly describessome specific concerns with one of the children. When

introductiOns are complete, the leader spehds a small amount of time on

/
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,general principles. However, Dinkmeyer, warns the counselor not to allow

. .

this to remove the focus from specAic concerns with children! The
. ,

o e
I.

. _. . , . .

..
.

.... -

leiher' asks one parent to present a,specific occurrence at home ehd to

(

share his or her4'feeiings when the child behaved this way. The counselor

. .. .

then guides the group in looking at what might be the purpose of the
....

behavior and possible alternatiVes. It is a good idea-to end the meeting

by reviewing with each parent what he or she ip going to do differently

during the next week. These plans provide the starting point for the
.

next. meeting. All parents should be at every meeting!, If one or two
./

parents dominate, attendance will begin to drop.

A

Training of Trainers

Training of leaders in Adlerian family counseling can be a part of

4 ,

a Master's program in guidance and counseling, social work or school

?:
psychology. Currttly, however, most tralning is through demonstrations,,

0:
\-.

1 cr l,
-,

.

workshops and post-graduate seminars. Ins.addition, many, receive training

A , N. .
. _

...
through courses at such places as the Alfred Adler Institute in Chicago.'

'S
't

Training revolves around coursework in Adlerian philosophy and

theory, procedures in family counseling and practicums'in family coun-
t

seling. Dinkmeyer suggests that training of leaders for "C" groups be

attempted only after the counselor has developed competencies in group

process and communication g (Dinkmeyer, 1973c). Inherent _in this training

approach is belief in the principles listed as important for parents.
,

)

In addition to applying these principles to family counseling, training
. :

applies them to individual and group counseling. -Trainers for Mother

,

Study Proupsimay be para-professionals when school counselors or others

train mothers to lead these groups..
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.Resources

American Society of Adlerian Psychology, 110 South Dearborn Street,

Suite 140Q, Chicago,
c,

Illinois 60603.

4

Parent Education Association, P. 0. Box 18, COlumbia,,,Missouri.

Alfred Adler Institute, 110 Sduth DearborriStreet, Chicago, Illinois

60603.
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This model of parent eduCation is based on .the.principles of

Rogerian counseling. Expression,and recognition of feelings by all

family members, developing insight and understanding of each family

member, and learning how to listenare basic concepts of this model.

Parent Effectiveness lraining is described in this chapter as an'1(

example of client-centered parent education.

Chapter III.

Client-Centered Parent' Education
I'1

.

...:4 5., .

History
A.

This model of parent education owes its beginnings to Carl Rogers

who brought coungeling to & different level ofdevelopment. Prior to his

influence on the profession, couneelors operated within two basic frame-
.

woTks: vocational counseling as promoted by-Frank Parsons, and the
4";,./

psychoanalytic model prominent in soCial 'work and psychology. Basically,

, Rogers designed a role where the counselor remained "non-directive" with

client's. The method became popularly known as client-centered counaeli

or therapy. During the 1950's and 1960'S this approach became the d

tenant one for training school counselors; therefore, school dbunse

programs today are Aiiq-dominated by Rogerian oriented counselors.

BasicAssuaiptions.

Underlying this client -oribnted approach to counsellis ephiloso-

phy that.man is basically good and will, if allowed to do'so, do the
A.

right or best thing. Also, one must believe that humans are always capa-

ble of making their own choices and decrions[and only need support during

, a4time of difficulty or indecision. Another assumption i s that the client

32
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is responsible-for his or her own decisions and, kterefore, the counselor

or therapist_does_not take responsibility for structuring their work to-

get4er. Inherent in this approach is the belief that each individual has

the capacity for constructive self7change.'"

dais
Important to any discussion of the goals of client-centered parent

education programs is theirecognition that the client /parent canes for

help of his or her volition. Tfierapy begins with a perso, in'a state of

..stress who chooses to seek assistance. Generally accepted goals repre-

.
le
repre-

sentative of client-centered counseling with au,individual or group

follow:

1. Free expression of feelings By maintaining a permis e and

accepting attitude, the counselor encourages clie self-aware-

ness and expression of feelings.

2. Recognition of feelings and assumptions The client sees feel-

..
ings and assumption& as what they are and no longer hides them

(even from ' him /herself). At first there is recogpition of

negative feelings, sand gradually positive feelings.emerge.: 4

3. Insight and understanding develop as feelings are- releaseeand

. 'clarified. Elements of the client's insight are:'

a. experiencing,'understanding, and Accepting.aspects of him or

herself previously repressed. 4

b. more clearly understanding the causes of his/her behavior

and accepting these experie#ces in his/her Zile;

c. clarifying'ppssible courses ot positive Action.

4. Taking positive steps As time passes and insight develops,'
possible positive alternatives present ttiemselveb.. The client

then begins the process of selecting a coursebf action. Again;

....

it is theAhction of the counselor only to recognizeoand clarify

and rat tb lead the client. .

......

5: Ending_ the contact The decision tb terminate is made by the

4
, -
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These.goals also apply to client-centered parent educ0ation programs.

Writing about. the effects of client-centered work with families, Rogers

(1970) lists some of the possible effects:

1. More expression of feelings to members of the family, both
negative and positive.

1:-/

2, Dispovery that expressing true feelings is a deeply satisfy g

experience.

4

3. As expression of feelings progresses, these feelings lose their
explosiveness. This allows family members to express fe2lings

more positively.
.

1,

. .

4. Realization that a relationship can'be lived on the basis of . .

..cl-

real feelings, rather .than on the basis of defensiire,pretense,
.

i

even though there is ajluctuating Yariety of feelings which .

exist.
111

°'

5. Learning to initiate and maintain two -way communication.__Tqjp1 !, air

-understood and to understand others is where it all begins:

6. Tend to Move toward permitting
his or,her own feelings and be
persbh discovers he or,,,, be,.

reactions and trust and-accept

each member of the family to have -

a person. This develops as each
trust his/her own feelings and
others feelings.

At,

R6gers sees members of family circles becomingeeparate 'and unique,

persons, with individual goals and.values, bound together by real feel-
. o

ifigs. The responsibility for direction is placed upon the client; the

counselor must tell parents.in the beginning that he /she will not hive '

all the answers. Also the pace of the program is set by the clieht which

meansthat he/she is not pushed.

. Moustakas and Makowsky (1952) point /out that the client-centered

approach wqrks'best with clients who see the problem as focused in them-

Q'Sp'
selves andw90 are

I

willing to accept responsibility foie their own diffi-

culties. ThePsaz this approach is:not widely acceptdd by parents for

the following reason:

1. .Parents see the problem as the ,child's,, not,theirs.

it

2. They come seeking the, "right way."
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3. The.come as a last resort and demand definite answers.

4. Counselor reflection of their feelings is inadequate.

Therefore Moustalees,and Makowsky call for a program with the following

*format:.

1. Reflect and clarify when appropriate.

2. Prepent child development information in answer to.direct ques-
tions, leaving evaluation of information to parents. ,

3. Answer questions with a tentative explanation or description of
the child's progress.

t

4. Give' support to parents.

5. Avoid being educative (remain ten Live rather than authorita-
tive).

Occasional articles in counseling journals show how counselors

attempt -to_adapt client-centered counseling principles to efforts in

parent education (McWhirter & Kahn, 1974; Penn & Bolding, 1974; Sauber,

1971). However, the model which seems to have h the greatest impact
.

, s,

on the school cdunselor is parent effectiveness raining (P.E.T.) by

.i

Thomas Cordon. :',Me have chosen this model to d

parent education\program%

onstrate a client-centered

,

,

Training Proceduresz:

-, ,

Parent Effectiveriaining

This program olg:b4Anteduc*.ion is. bill d as the ."no-lose" Program-zt..4,\ ,,

for Raising ResponsiWOildreh., Gordon s = ed working In parent edu-

ktv.,\%\-- 2', \`',-

cation when he became oftwathat
.

"Itents are blamed and not trained"

(Gordon, 1970, p. 1). 7 .'ally he ,started .--course for parents-who were

already having problems wi Aheirohi4dren. It became readily apparent

. :N.% .

,..,\ \ % ' ..:.

%, :1'1't

that this technique could be.V.140y almat y parents who so desired.
.

k

,

\\. .- '

N1..

'C I

zw
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Underlying P.E.T. is the belief that pa..enta and children can live

together with warmth, based on mutual lOve and respect. Gordon points

out that for some reason when people become parents they forget they are

people. They start acting as they think parents should behave. Unforr

tUhately they form the image of good parents by watching friends, listen-
.
-4

ing to relatives, and remembering how they were rased. Comments such as,

"When I was young my mother always did this and I turned out okay," seem

to give credibility to what'parentsdo with their own children. Also, as

parents, people are and will continue to be inconsistentunles) they are

able to learn.new ways of communicating with their children. P.E.T. pro-
.

gram leaders believe th4 non - professionals can learn the skills used by

professionals in helping and communicating with their children. In fact

Gordon points out that for far too many years the professionals have

communicated solely,with one another when they should have:been communi-

cating with others such as:parents.

P.E.T. has been described as a complete system of parent education.

It is built on these premises:

1. Training before trouble occurs in a family, aiming primarily at

young parents or 'couples without children as yet.

2. Punishment can be discarded forever.

3. Teenagers do not rebel against parents, they rebel against
certain destructive methods of discipline.

Parents can and will be inconsistent as their feelings change

from ,day to day, from child to child; to bedonsistent would

mean being "false."

5. Parents don't have to put ug,a united front, for'Cddosb denies

each person's true feelings.

6. Active listening is the key between parents and kids.

7. Parents are stuck with I win-you lose or You win-I lo;e. approa-

ches.

ie
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Gordon describes or defines parents by separating them into three

distinct groups. They, are;

1. The Winners, who:'
0

a. strofigi& defend th(ir use of power and exercise of authority

over their children;

r

.1*

b. believe in restricting, setting limits, demanding certain
behaviors, giving commands, demanding obedience;

-c. when conflicts arise, win and the child loses;

d. may be recognized by counselors throliqh,subivremarks as,

"It is the responsibility of the parent:th-Ase authority,"
or "Parents know best," and "It's for the child's own goyd."

The Losdrs, who:

a. allow their children a gre4-deal of f sedans
I

b. aftkd setting limits;

c. are proud of the fact that they are not authoritarian;
,

d. when conflicts arise,, lose and the child wins.

3. Te.0scillators, who:.

a! fin impossiblempossible to follow one approach;

'b. sw ng back and forth between strict and lenient, tough and

Y;

c. when onflIcts arise, Wometimes_win and sometimes loser

1

d. are the most confused parents and whose children are often.
the most disturbed.

,

Parents frequently see only two alternatives for conflicts: "You win - I

lose" and -"You lose - I win." P.E.T. is a no-lose approach to settling

conflicts.

This no-lose approach builds on several techniques. The 'first skill

is "active listening," a method of encouraging'children to accept respon-

sibil;ty for finding solutions to their own problems. Parents must come

to know and recognize their own feelings first and then their children's.

37 Ci x



11 parents have areas of acceptance and areas of non-acceptance. Gordon

uses a rectangle to represent schematically_ Possible-behaviors of

/.
children. Parents are asked to divide a rectangle to show their levels

of acceptance_andnon -acceptance.

Area of
Acceptance

Area of
Non-Acceptance

A recta:vie -for "accepting" parents would look like this:

Acceptance

Non-Acceptance

One for"non-acceptine parents would look this way:

t

Acce tance

Non-Acceptance

Rectangles for all parents change w th each of their children and

according to what the conflict is over.' Gordon feels these graphic pre-

sentations he parents see their feelings and the conditions that cause

feelings to change. To be an effective parent one must recognize one's

humanness, and recognize negative and positiVe feeling toward the-

38.
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children. This ii one part of active listening. Too f ently parents

believe thatnon-acceptence-ii more helpful to their children than accep

tance; therefore they rely on evaluation, judgment, criticism; admonish-

ing and commandi . They believe they must tell &child what they don't

accept about im or her efore he or she caR6 better

In P.E.T. parents learn to ccdMunicate acceptance both non - verbally

\ .

and verbally. They learn they can show acceptance by:

1. Not intervAing in the child's activities and allowing hiM'or
her freedom. -

2. Learning to say notlig just.li t ing.

. r

3. Learning the "Typical Twelve" categor es of parents' verbal
responses.

. ...,:-.

These Typical Twelve responses are:

1. Ordering', Directing; Commindpig
. .

Telling,the child to do something, givi 9 an order or a

command. -.--
4.,

,."

. .
.

.

Z..- 'Warning, Admonishing, Threatening
...;

:-;,--:- Telling the dhid.what consequences will Four if he or she

.., does something.' .- .
I

. .

3. Exhortihg, Moralizing, Preaching
I,? -

'felling the child what he/she should -or oug t to do.

4. Advising, Giving Solutiods* Suggestions

Telling the child how to solve a problii,-gi ing advice'Qr
suggestions; providing answers or solutions.

. Lecturing, Teaching, Giving Logical Arguments

Trying to inflUence the child with. facts, coun
logic, information, or your own opinions.

6. Judging, Critici4g, Disagreeing, Blaming

Cr.;:gtuaents,

Making a negative judgment or evaluation of the child.

39
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7. Praising, Agreeing

Offering a-kositive evaluation or judgment;. agreeing.

8. Name-Calling, Ridiculing, Shaming

Making the child feel foolish; putting the child into a

category; steing.

9. Interpreting, Analyzing, Diagnoking

Telling the childsWhat his/her motives are or analyzing why
he/she is doing or saying%something; communicating thatyou
have him/her figured out or diagnosed.

10. ,Reassuring, Sympathizing, Counseling, Supporting
. ,

to make the child feel better; talking, him or her

- ont-of feelings; trying to make feelings go 4way; denying

the strength of his/her feelings.

11. Probing, Questioning, Iaterrogaiing

Trying to find reasons, motives, causes; searching for more

information to help you solve the problem.

12- Withdrawing, Distracting, Humoring Diverting

Trying to get the child away from the-problem; withdrawing

from the problem yourself; distracting. the child, kidding,

pushing the problem aside (Gordon, 1970, pp. 41-44).

Ninetyrper cent of parents' responses fall into one of these cate-

gories. They need to learn that none of these responses brings to the

relationship the kind of communication they desire. Most, if not all

of these, shut the doorlon.c6Mmunication. helps parentsA.earn new
,,,

,

responses to reopen the door.

Once this door between parent and child is open, parents must learn

"doesr openers" to keep communication moving. Some of theseare:-"Oh,9

"I see," "Really," "No kidding," "Tell me about it," Let s discUss it,"

"This seems important to you.".

In active listening to receiver tries actively to understand what

the sender is feeling and what his/her message means. The receiver does
V

40



not send a message4Of his/her own but rather feeds back only what he/she

feels the sender's message meant. Active listening will:

1. Help children-find out what: they really 'are feeling.

2. Help children become less afraid of negative feelings.

3. Promote a relationship of warmth between parent and child.

4. Facilitate prbBleffi-solving by the child' because he/she can talk

it out.

. Keep the ball in the child's ball park.
. .

Basic attituded, a parent pi'mst aemonstrate before mastery of active

listening are as followi. (Gordon, 1970, pp. 59-60):

1., A parent must want to hear What the child has to

2. A parentimust,genuinely want to be .helpful to the child with the
particular'piob1em at that time.

3. A parent must genuinely be-able to accept his or her feelings. .

\

;MEI.

4. A parent must halt a deep feeling of trust inthe child's capa-
city to handle fe lings, toyork through them, and to find
solutions to probl .

\
... _.

5. A parent must feel\that feelings are transitory, not permanent.

6. A parent must be able to see- the child as someone separate from

,
4

e re putting these new skills to work, parents must be aware of

him or herself.

probl6m ownership. Sometimes th? child owns the problem, and in this

case active listening is a good idea. When a parent owns the problem

he or she becomes a sender. 'This. chart is helpful for counselors'to use

with parents:,



When the Child Owns
the Problem

Child initiates communication

Parent is a listener

Parent is a counselor

Parent wants to hep child

Parent is a "souneig oard"

Parent helps childfin
solution

Parent accepts child's solution

1

Parent is primarily interested
$ in child's needs

Pent is more passive
,

(Gordon, 1970 p. 107i

When the -Parent Owns
the:Problem

Parent initiates communication

Parent "js a sender,

'

Parent is an influencer

Parent wants tohelp him or
herself

.5 1

Parent wants to "sound, off"
.

Parent has to find hie her

own solution.

Parent must be sAsfied.with
solution him/herself .

Parent is Primarily interested
in own needs' .

Parent is more aggressive

When parents own the problem they have three alternatives: tryigto

modify the child directly, modifying the environment, and,Todifying them-

selves. Too often.whes attempting to modify the child, parents send

A

solutions or\ put-down messages to the child. Counselors must bring

parents to a oint where they learn the differences beti#een sending "you-

messages" and
1.

I-messages." I-messages are expressions of how a situa7

i.,-,

tion'-is making a\ parent feel. 'They are more acceptable -t.6
-,..

n and

%
, __

once again place responsibility with them. You -messages are evaluative

\ ,

and critical and increase the conflict. ExaMPles-erei.=,,-___,-,?-

1

1

a
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\,.

You!.d,better stop that

You are bad

You -are being silly

cannot read, when sonteone is hitting

me

.!

, I don't feel like paying when t have
a doll /

I sure get sad when I see.ie

Don't you ever...
dirty again.

ti

roan

In.P.E.T. counselors teach the difference between primary and secondary

feelings, so that parents can start sending messages from their primary

feelings.

Many parent-4bild,conflicts are not_ solved by confrontation ori
-,

,' .

changes in the environment. In such instances the" relationship owns the
. . .. .

problem. When these conflicts occur most parents think once again in

win-lose terms. Gordon identifies Method I (Parents'Wi.)

-resolution as the time when parents:

1. Select a solution.
,..

2. Announce. it and hope the child will accept it,

.
"ilit:lo \,

_F .-

-- First uee'persuasion to influence the child, later use perq

or conflict

and authority. '

0 ,

Probl with Method I are:

1,9 Low m vaianfq, the child to carry out
:1 ,

.2:' ResentMenetoward _parents.

e %
'3. DifficUlties 'in enforcement.

4. Lack of :oppoqudity fioiA the c01c1.'td'

Method II, where the children, supposedly

0,

children who:

1. Learn how *ta thl.ow temper tantrums to control parents.
.

2. Make parents feeloullty*:

the solution.

develop self-didcipline.

win, ,is characterized' by

43
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3. Say nasty, deprecating things to their parents.

4. Are wild and' unmanageable.

5. Believe.their needs are .the most important.

6. Lack inner.controls on their.behavior and become very self-'

centered.

7. Have peer difficulties.

8. Have difficulty adjusting to school.

9. Develop feelings of.insecurity about their parents'-love.

Method III is the no-lose method for.. resolving conflicts. This

method is for those who view each othersas equals, having relatively

equal pcwer: This is a system in which everyone wins, as the solution

0 must be acceptable to-all. Briefly, here is how it works:

Parent and child encounter a conflict of needs situation.

They agree tomork together toward a solution acceptable to'
0

both. One or both offer solutions which are possible..' .........
..

After critical evaluation by those involved, a decision

is reached. No selling or power moves'are necessary be-

cause both parties have agreed to the solution.

Gordon defines Met)16d III as follows:

"Method III, then, is a-method by which each unique pareht

and hiS unique child Can solve each of their unique con-

flicts by finding theii on unique solutions acceptable

to both" (Gordon, 1970,-p. 200) .

Why is this effective? Probably because everyone participates and

.

makes a commitment toa.solution. It eliminates the need for power and

requires less enforcement. A big plus is that family members are able
.

to locate the real problem., .
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The P.E.T. trainer's task is to help parents develop the-use of
. ..
.

Method III. ,First be sure that parents have discussed-ihe Tethod with

their children and explained it thoropghly. The sik steps to Method III

are as follows:

1. Identify and define the conflict.

2. Generate possible' alternative solutions.

3. .gvaluate the alternative eolutiond.

4. Decide on the best acceptable solution.

5. Work out ways of implementing the'solution.

6. Follow up to evaluate how it worked.

Parents typically encounter problems of:

1. Initial distrust and resistance.

2. Wot finding an acceptable solution.%

a
3. Reverting to Method I.

4. Building punishment into the decision.

5. Broken agreements.

3 One last lessqn within P.E.T. is how to avoid being fired as a parent.

%

Parents get fired by-their kids when they hassle and.harangue them to

change beliefs and values. Adolescents do not want to be denied eheir

->

basic civil rights. Parents ask, "Can't / teach my values?" Gordon

suggests that a "do as I do" approach is adVisable and-not the "do as I
,

say, not as I do" approach. Parents can learn to be consultants to their

children, sharing, offering, suggesting, but not preaching or.imposing.-
.

A simple recommended exercise is to take a piece offper and divide it

into two parts labeled, "Problems Agreed to be Child's Responsibility"
),

and 'Problems That Must be Problem Solved," aiid list areas of difiiculty

in the appropriate category. Thosein the first section need no mtitual

14,
O.*
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problem-solving as they belong to the child. Those in theecond will

requ ire mutual problem-solving. This may help,when children have decided

not to trust their parentd or any new methods. The children are so happy

to have all the items ih the a ft column gone from the ."hassler that they

gladly cooperate on those in the right column.

When parents decide to modify the environment they can do so by:

enriching, impoverishing, simplifying or child-proofing it limiting the -)

a

child's life space; or substituting one activity for another. Counselors

should be sure parents know how to prepare their children for changes in

.

the environment before any changes take place. ,It is especially impor-

'tent to plan ahead with older children, making sure they feel included.

Modifying themselves as parents is 'probably the method of problem -

solution most threatening to parents and cost difficult to,accept. is `

much easier to concentrate on changing children or the environment: A

counselor must bring a parent to ask the question, "How much do I like
o

who I am?" Many parents have difficulty ridding themselves of the Value

system under which they were raised and which now causes prOlems for

them with their children. Others have a feeling of own rShip of their

children. Still others want to make their children fit a mold. 'key

questions to use with parents are:

1. Can you beCome more accepting of yourself? ,3

2. Whose children are'they?

Do you -really like-chTldren or just a certain type of child?

4. Are yodr values and beliefs the orgy true ones?

5. Is your primary'relationship with your spouse?

Many parents, once they begin tolearn to express and accept true feel-

ings, grow to accept much more flexibility in-their relationships with
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their' children. Lillibridge's (1972) study shows that parents who parti-'

cipated in the P.V.T. program improved significantly in their ovez#11
0

attitudes towards their children. Parents' confidence in tkemselves, as

1
/

parents and acceptance of their children showed significant improvement.

Stearn (1971) finds that P.E.T. trained parets become more democratic

in their attitudes toward thelfamily. Therefore, it is possible for

counselors to work toward a goal of parents modifying'themselves.

.4 .

,

V
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k Resources

P.E.T./Information. Effectiveness Training Associates, 110 South Euclid

Avenue, Pasadena,. California 91101.
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The behavioral.model of parent education assumes that Much of the beha-

vior of both parents and'children is learned. If a behavior is learned,

it is subject to change by re-learning. The task of the parent educa-

tor and subsequently the parent is to look for the types of environmen-

.tal changes that will result in new learning on the part of the child.

In a. sense, this model trains parents as behavioral teChnicians or

envirdninental engineers. As such they learn observatiOnalekills,

behavior influence procedures, and means of evaluating their own perfor-

mance.

Chapter IV

Behavioral Parent Education

History

d

The model of parent training currently receiving most recognition in

professional literature is based on behavior modification_approaches.
'

These approaches have been developing since the late 1950'S in terms of

their applications to direct work with parents. There haVe been a number
4

of attempts to define behavior modification, with the general consensus

involving some type of intervention based on techniques derived from

learning theory. Most writers feel that to qualify as behavior modifica-

tion, an intervention needs to involve-some systematic use of these

techniques. Breger and McGaugh (1965) wrote.a critiqiie of behavioral

approachesNand book the position that such a definition of behayior modi-

fication as, if not erroneous, at least mdsleading. Their contention was

.'
that. no /theory of learning was fully accepted and that many techniques of

behavi r modification, had little if any relationship to laboratory studies

of human or animal learning.

44Si
Regardless of.these early criticisms, behavioral techniques have

flourished. A more recent article by London (1972) takes a practical

approach to behavior modification, suggesting that practitioners look for

empirically proven technique and apply them because they work and'not

50



because of learning theory. In general, parent training using behavioral

techniques takes a middle gound position using primarily principles de-

rived from operant conditioning, social learning theory, and the experi-

mental analysis of behavior; applying them; and selling if they work. If .

they are demonstrated effective, they are applied to new cases and set-

tings.
S

The majority of the early references on behavioral ,parent training
1 -

1969; Hawkins, Peterson, Schweid and Bijou, 1966; Hi 4ch and Welder, 1968;

.

I
involved "training parents as therapists for their own children" (Guerney,

Johnson and'Brown, 1969; Mathis, 1971; Shah, 1969; 1968; Wahler,

Winkel, Peterson, and Morrison, 1965; and Zeilberger, Sampen and Sloane,

1968). Several excellent review articles trace the develOpment, range of

use, techniques, and outcomes of early attempts at training parents ((brie,

and Sloop; 1974; Berkowitz and Graziano, 1972; Johnson and Katz, 1973;

O'Dell, 1974; and Tavortina, 1974).

Of historical note is the group parent training first reported by

Pumray.(1965). Prior to this effort and in a majority of subsequent

approaches one family received training at a time. The first-families

trained under the behavioral model were those who came to a mental health

facility because of children's behavior, hence the tradition of singled

family training. Since the problems demonstrated were usually rather

ii $

severe, the children were identified as exceptional children. Also

because of the degree of behaviordisturbance, the parents did not fe

capable of adequately managing the behaViot-and were prime Candid t
/ s I

any type of parent education program. ;Many of the earliest refer es

were written in university connected facilities, where the manag ent of

behavior of disturbed children by means of behaVioral tedhniqu was

5
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beginning to receive considerable atte tion. The inclusion of parents

P

in these behavioral programs4so that p ograms could continue at home was

the next logical step. The fobus on training parents of exceptional

children to become part, if not the majo source, of direct intervention

with the

or prob

_school gi
. -e'rv

elective

r children has' been reported fo\ the following child behaviors

: autism, retar'ation, enuresi

obi,, delinquency, epeech,probl

mutism, encopresis,4hyperactivity,

self-injurious behavior,

including stuttering and
C

problems associated with

brain damage, antisocial responses, immatur ty, aggressive responses,

psychotic 61,havior, tantrums and withdrawal. Even though these early
AOW

reports of behavioral parent training involve exceptional children,

many of the children's problems may-be seen as developmental, Many chil-

e point in their develop-dren exhibit one or more of these problems a

ment without being referred to a mental health acility for treatment.

Accordingly, once it was demonstratid that paren s could be taught to

manage severe behivior problems; trainers began w rking with parents.on

more common concerns.

Basic Assumptions

The basic assumption behind behavior modificatio approaches to

training parents (or anyone for that matter) is that a sreat deal of
;

human behavior results from learning. It follows, then, that if a beha-

vior is learned, it is subject to such learning issues as forgetting and

re-learning. Accordingly, if learning is the basic prdbillem then,learning

must be the basic-solution. Another basic assumption is that much learn-

ing results from the interaction of the individual with the environment.
.

The assumption thatfollows this is that the environment must change

prior to any change in behavior that original

t

y related to the environment.

1$
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Emphasis on environmental influences on learning and learning in so ial

settings clearly sets the stage foe using the behavioral model in p- ent

training. ;

Goals

One of the goals most represented the'traping of parents wi

abehavioral model relates directly to the type of diagnostic evaluation

or asSessment.of the mo
4

iiel. general evaluation scheme is the deter-

' mination of the existence of three types of problems: 1) Does the person

do too much of something? 2) Does the person do tO6-little of something? \

3) Is there a problem with-the person not continuing to do something that

is valued or seen ag appropriate? These are referred to as problems of

-excesses, deficits, and maintenance respectively. Parental behaviors or

parenting skills are amenable to this same type of assessment.

It is clear that the very terms excesses, deficits, and maintenance

. problems imply social value 'judgments.' Mariy critics of behavior mbdiftca-

tion take the position that such value judgments must be removed from the

helping professions. However, proponents of the behavioral approach hold

that such judgments are made within the typical course of human interac-

tions and that, making such judgments more openly meets ethical concerns.

The authors of this publication typically take the position that value

judgments 44re being made at all times when 1the concept'Oftraining is

involved. Training for or in what? anytime you train someone, you have
s.

taken the position that it would be "better" fOrAhe person to have this

new skill or concept. "Better" is obviously value judgment.

4
The training of parents using the behavioral model' focuses on -

creasing parental skills in influencing, controlling and directing

behavior and development# so that parents act_as,change agents for their

53
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children. Parents have clearly in icated that they desire. practical

skills in child management (Moutakas and ,Makowsky, 1952). The selection

of areas where the children are to be changed fits the assessment scheme

of deficits, excesses and problems\gaf maintenance outlined above. The

basic goal of behavioral parent training is to have the parents,

most significant aspect in the child's'environment, accept the responsi-
,

bility for changing their own child. This then assumes that the ptrent

will cht:Ige*by acquikfigpore skills. Th se increased skills could be'A*

seen in the remediation of parental deficits, excesses or problems of

keeping the parent engaging in a certain be avior. If the assessment

of parental behavior is correct, remediation'results in changes in the

FO
assessed problems of the child.

The gentral goals of behavioral parent twining are: 1) training in

observational skills and assessment, 2) formal training in learning theory

concepts, 3) application of these concepts to eir children, and usually

4) some type of program evaluation, to detelmine the effAtiveness'of the

intervention. To deal with sklsoific goals of the behavioral model, it is

necessary to treat the major concepts and tecianiqu s used, since mastery

and application are the central goal of the model.

Observation

A review of the literature reveals that most of the didactic materi-

als and reports of practical interventions with iagle familied and groups

of families start with comments or emphasis on the impo tance of learning

and how learning relates to human behavior. This type of opening quickly

presents basic assumptions of the model to parents. The \first concept

. most sources-present is the importance of observation and
\

'Tecording of

behaviors. .There is a concentrated effort to operationali definitions'

.
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of behavior so that parents no longer respond to global concerns such as

"Johnny has a bad attitude" but rather focus on how many dines Johnny

engages in specific observa0,e behaviors such as doing his chores, hit,

ting his little sister, damblying with requests, throwing tantrums,

initiating arguments at the-table, and completing school assignments on

,:time. At this point parents are presented with deficits, excesses and

maintenance problemst As the major focus of evaluatiOn. Most programs

require that parents, select a specific behvior and record JA occurrence

and/or non-occurrence. This data collection procedure ranges from a very

thorough and scientific one requiring i number of training sessions to
*

approaches considerably less systematic.
-1,

The goal of observing tand recording behavior is to determine the

strength of a given response. Once the strength of a response is deter-

mined, the parent has a standard y which to measure change. If the

strength changes in the desired/direction, the program is successful.

The strength of the target response can be measured a number of ways:

frequency of response, duration of response, resistance to extinction,

etc., with, the simple frequency countAgo method of choice.
;.W

Functional AnalYsis Of Behavior
, 4

Another-concePt relating to evaluation(, the experimental or func-

tional analysis of behavior, is typically presented early in training.

This is best de6,xibed as looking, at the antecedents of'a given behavior;

!

the behavior itself and the consequences of the behavior. It is an

,-attempt, to determine the stimuli that trigger, follow, and may maintain

a responite. If a pleasant event or the removal, of an unpleasant event

follows a response, that response is likely to occur g -In that set,

. ting. Ifla particular event typically'preceae get response', it may
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serve as a signal that a pleasant event will follow it',,th -target re-

sponse is emitted. As an example of functional analysis the following

anecdote is broken down and presented in the three Column form suggested

by Bijou, Peterson and Ault.(1968):'

Setting: Mrs. Jones in discount store with Johnnie (age 5).

Mrs. Jones and Johnnie walk past a table with small

plastic trucks. "I want a truck." Mrs.

Jones says, "No, you can't have one. You have a hun-

dred like that at hothe already." Mrs. Jones walks

f on. Johnnie stays by the talo,ledndstarts to. cry.

Mrs. Jones returns and says, "OK', if you-have to have

one, I can't stand to see you cry." They walk on with

Johnnie holding the truck and smiling. Johnnie spots

another table oAy this one has a Mack of bags fu/1-6

of candy. Johnnie says, "I want candy." Mom says

"No." Johnnie starts to c . Mom grabs the candy and

says, "OK, but wait till I 11 your father about this."

Antecedent Behavior

1. Johnnie sees 2. Johnnie says, "I

truck. want,"

3. Mother says, "No."

6. .Johnnie sees
candy.'

Consequence

3. Mother says,
"No."

4. Johnnie cries. 5. Mother gives
in.

7. Johnnie says he 8. Mother says;

wants it. "No."

10. Mother- gives

in.
8. Mother says, "No." 9. Johnnie cries.

This example is clearly over-simplified bbt ddthonstrates-the utility

of a functional analysis of behavior. We see that Johnnie's crying is

__followed by a consequence reinforcing to him. He is likely to repeat the

behavior where he: 1) sees something, 2) requests it, 3) has his request

turned own, 4) then begins to cry and 5) has his wish anted. This'

three column table can help parents see the relationship between their
M

reponses and their children's responses and possible r wards for their

Children.
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Reinforcement, PunishMent, and Extinction:

. s\

Parents le arn,the concepts of reinforcing and punishing behavior,

the effects of aach, when to use theM, and problems in their use or mis-

use. Parents discover that their own attention, even though they may

view it as a punishment when they are critical or negate with a child,

may maintain a target'responsit and thus be classified as a reinforcer.

Social interaction as a reinforcer and withdraw of attention as an

extinguisher of a reponse maintained by atten ion are stressed. Parents

*'- are encouraged to seek out as many reinforOedent possibilities as possi-

ep

,t.

ble and seldom resort°to the "M and M's" commonly associated with behavior

modification.

.Four Major Ways of Changing the Strength of a Given Response

Procedure , Change in R ponse

1. Add a pogiti4e reinforcer
after. theresponse

2. Take away or allow to avoid
an aversive event

3. Add a punisher or versive
event

4.. Take away a positive
reinforcer

Strengthens

'Strengthens

Weakens

Weakens

Sm.

Thesefour change procedures plus modeling are, when.combined with

the functional analysis of behavior,'the major components of the beha-

j

vioral "bag of tricks." There are many more concepts, techniques and

issues involked, but these four and thdir correct application are the'

k major concerns of 'parent trainers- (Kazdin, 1975).

Xve
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Clear Signals

Central in most parent training programs'is emphasis on parents

developing better communication skills. Parents often fail to communi-

cate rules and requests directly. Without clear communication, the

parents' lack of verbal influence on the child becomes readily apparen

According to behavioral techniques, parents must lish the influ-

ence of their verbalizations by pai g them with appropriate reinforce-

4

,-

ments and pUnishment. .01h pairing establishes the power*Of influence

in the parents' ections, reprimands, and positive comments'(Bernal,

Duryee uett and Burns, 1969).-

. ,

Contingency Contracting and Token Economies,

Contingency contracting is an agreement between two people that each

-
will deliver something the other values. The agreement specifies some

type of social wschange. Behavioral avant training programs encourage

contingency contracts in which the parent ag2bes to provide something the

child identifies as a reinforcer if the child meets a behavioral goal.

.

The idea is simple, but negotiating a fair contract is often complicated.

komme, Casanyi, Gonzales, and Rechs (1969) and Stuart (1971) give examples

of this technique.

Token economies are mentioned in a numberof parent training refer-

>

ences (Alvord, 1973;and Walker and Buckley, 1974). They involve a token

given immediately after a desired response. ,The token can be exchanged

or ,"" ....

Pp.

4.410X04,

r

-later for a more common reinforcer or reinforcing event. The rationale

behind using token0 instead of the actual reinforcer is as follows: 24

P
it may be impos4b1e to dispense certain reinforcers at the time the

desired response takes place; 2 tokens can help, bridge the temporal gap

between a desired response and delayedireinforcement; 3)'tokens approximate

58
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the "real" world in which piople (lea tokens (money) to t;a6 for such

ti

reinforcers as, food, clothing, and pleasant events; and 4) the use of

tokens specifies the tas* of the person desiring the modification. This

person must focus on the desired behavior and in a sense "catch" the

target person being "good," a more positive orientation than catching a

child being bad.
,

,/.
-...tooram Generalizatowand PrOlramccMainteDante

'...,

Most parent training programs set up a system to help.parents and

children expand their newly developed skills. Experiments in learning

indicate that often responses learned in a specific setting take ?lag:

later only in that setting. Generalization is not a certainty and must

be built into the program. The goal of training is for parents to apply

_their new knowledge 'to other settings and Children and new behaviors.

The continuation of the child or parent's newly developed behavior

must be,built into the system to allow for built-in program ob'sole'scence.

Very, few behavior modifiers or parents plan on having a given behavioral

intervention last forever. The program is a temporary environmental

change that can start a behavior going until the consequences available

0
in the environment can maintain it. These natural,reinforcers,can be

either exarnal to the individual or internalized ones such as,"I am

doing a better job with the kids," and,"It.seems to make bad happy when

I do this." .

Progr Evaluation

Eiraluation technique's assess response strength. If the strength of

a' target response changes in the desired direction, then the program is

seen as effective. More complex procedures can be used to rule out

' 59 . s'e
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serendipitous Changes, but -these are beyond the scope of this chapter.

Interested readers are referred to Kazdin (1975).

Training Procedures

Even though the mystique around behavior modification includes

iapressions of precision problem solving, this is not the case in "real"

-\
life.- Such precision and adherence to scientific principles would result

in explicitplicable tfaining procedures. Johnson and Katz (1973),

evaluated Over 40 behavioral parent training studies, reviewing number

of subjects, adequacy of description, primary.training techniques, relia-

bility estimates of observations of the target behavior, 4emonstration

of control of the behavior, follow-Up, and therapist time investment:

Sixteen of the studies were rated as vague in eir descriptions of

parent training operations, 29 as ear instructions.

',,The current authors reviewed the same studies and feel Johnson and /Katz

were very generous in their evaluation since a common discussion of,

'4" 1training procedures lei "the parents were instructed in the =sic prin-

cipla of operant conditioning and.obscrving behavior." Most,training

.
.

involves some basic didactic instruction by the experimenter,possibly

a text or reading material, demonstration of procedures and, occasionally,

arrangements for cueing procedures so parents know what to do in,g speci-

Ar

fic setting:- e

Didactic Instruction 7

Didactic training- seems a bit incongruous With the behavioral
F

approach, and there is some evidence that it is less effective than

Ir.

modeling and self-observation (Lamb, 1970). Behavior modifiers taw that

telling children what to do without some program of reinforcement often



7

has little effect on behavior.

parents.

Readi

The'ame holds true for instructing '

Yet irogrammed reinforcement,is rarely used.

terial ranges from hand-outs prepared by tie parent edu-

,,"

catorto tex oks of theory and case studies. Home reading assignments

.,1

,0)

serve as discussion focili One such text, a (manual by-Becker (1971b), is

a very complete work accompknied by a manual ; r group - leaders (Becker,

1971a). It follows each concept wit notes of caution on applying th -

technique and compreheOn exercises:4 -wne text liO suggests'--projeiCt$
PZ:

.

to. carry out at home and discuss in group sessi . In ten units,

..*:.:-..-.

Becker's work covers: Consequences: Reinforcers and Punishers! Kinds of

Reinforcers and Punishers; When

Reinforcement andPunishment in

7

to Reinforce; Using Stronger Reinforcers;
sel

Everyday Life; Why Palents (and Teacherd)'

Goof: The ,Criticism Trap; How to Reinforce; Punishment: When to, H ..i
to, and Why not to, Usually; Reasons, Rules, and Reminders; YourChild's

. )

.Personality and You. The authors have used this text along with other
3

materials inboth single and multiple family projects and have fohnd it

well received by parents. Reading materials must be gauged to group

members" Leading levelsand interests.

Role playing

N,"

. .,-
.

-Role playing allows parefttr educator4 to observe parents' actual
'

behaviorein analog situations. -Refinements can be made in role playing

situations until parents master new skills. Once this level is reached,-

parents are encouraged to try, put skills at home and.kepOrt back on the

%*

results. Obviously, role playing is a contrived situation, but the

authors of 'the monograph suggest that ft is-more life "the,real thing"

than just talk. Brockway (197 cites a number of efitictive role play

examples.

J
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Modeling

ecs.And incorrect responses are a modeling_procedure. Another

type of mdeling in single family parent training is the therapist, after

completing a thorough evaluation, demonstrating to parents the correct

way of interacting with a child in a.specifip situation. Typically,
.

parents observe this interaction between therapistandchild from the

same roan or through a one-way vision screen. Parents then attempt to

interact with a child in tie manner .just demonstrated, after which the

therapist gives feedback on the performance (Johnson and Brown, 1965),
.

i 71.

:Cueing

16
In cueing, the trainer is in the room with patent and child end

observes their interaction. When he or she feels a specific response is

required from a parent, the trainer presents a due
t

such as a light

(Johnson and Brown, 1969), finger signal or coded message to prompt the

appropriate response.. This direct method-of instruction has been repor7

very successful and is most used in eingle"fetil-iithjeCts, typically

in a clinical.setting:-

In the 'ibugzin-the-ear" cuding technique the trainee wddrs.a small

rtiOiO receiver in the ear, receiving diredtiOns, suggestions, and prompt's

directly, without disturbing the child involved. Because of its expense]

this technique is beyond most counseitire'budgets (Welsh, 19661. A less
',

expensive adaptation of the'tedhilique uses the earphone and microphone

attachmenti of a tape-recorder. A long extension Cord allows the trainer, =

,4,110. communicate with the trainee from another room.

\**
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Contingency Contracting

., Contingency contracting specifies the behaviors parents will carry

out at hOme in return for consultation from thee- trainer. This requires

---,-
that participating parents demonstrate high_motivation by carrying out

"their end of the contract (Eybergi 1973):

Videotape Feedback

.Videotape is fkequently used to record parent-child interaction as

-

a basis for follow-up parent-trainer discussion. This technique has been

`demonstrated effective (Lamb, 1970; and'Bernal, Duryee, Pruett, and Burni4

1968). Even though it is used primarily in single family training,' it
,

could be applied in group settings also. This technique is used fre

quently in the training,of counselors and oer professionals and could

easily serve the same purpose in the training.of parents. For example,

all parents could bring their children to school to record some type of

*

,..,interaction for subsequent feedbackMany video.
equipment available. Where .iuch equipment is not aiietiable; audiO,:recorl

. ders can provide a\record for purposes of feedback and evaluation; tapes

could be played ,to parent groups and all could glean positive'end nega--

tive examples of parental behavior.

Outline of a Group Approach to Parent Education Using a Behavioral Model

The following program outline includes' materials from various sources

and,builds on the experience of running several groups and training Many

single families. Bath-of-seven two-hour weekly sessions starts with pre,-

-
sentation.and summary of.basic concepts, followed by a break, and review

'of assignments. and assignment of next activity. Leaders demonstrate con-.

gepts which parents 'later role play.'

4.
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Session # General Content
loo

1 Review of issues raised by parents in pretest:s and inter-

views .

Introduction to the Behavioral. Model of Evaluation

1. Too mUdh of something
2. .Too little of something

3. Prbblem of keeping Something going

How people learn

1. Add SR+
2. Remove SR-

3. Add SR-
4. Remove SR+

5. Modeling
6. Time Out
7.' Extinction
8. Difference between learning and performance

9. Shaping

ASSIGNMENT -- get each family to pick aconcern'and keep

''an anecdotal record on the lAsue'until the next week.'

.

of anaccibtal record assignment

'Bkeaking aoWn anecdotal record into a three-term contin-

z;gency table \

.

'.--3 , ,,

1. tAntecedents of bOhavi ri.,-

2. tBehaviors well degiheA

/ 3. Consequences Oglehavitr

. _ .

Discussion of
responde,

o`f measuring the strength'of-a given

ASSIGNMENT.., 4 baseline collection on two concerns:

111)

3 ',Review of concepts to date nYl

Each family preSenis baseline data according' to a tel
presented by instructor

Presehtation of some of the basic change procedures

Review of "How People Learn"

ASSIGNMENT -- continue baselines

"Nt
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Session #
77--,--7--

6

4

/ Gener Content

Review baseli e

Review change procedu

Selecti n of a chang procedure for and by each family

Bevel° ent of a Gland Plan

1Jefinition,4 was the baseline definition appro-
,

priath?
Selectir

A
of SR- or SR+ (Premack, Grandma's ruler

Selectpn of oriteria
Child included in at a contract?
Spectification of contract if a formal contract is

. / used
r

ASSIGNMENT -- parents carr*diAGrand Ptah
instructors tow falOcli7up.with troUble. .

shooti.44:,'call ;meter two days

5 Review and evaluation of Grand Plans

A

Modification of Grand Plans
:

\ Introduction of the more esoteric concepts such as sched-

ules of reinforcement, modeling, chaining, etc.

Revew,
d

AS4GNME13"k

-4.f.F,9;1901hetween learning and performance

at ,issues seem to relate to-08h

- continuation of Grand Plans aid data

. collection
start haeeline on second concern

6 ,lie

,

..View cif Grand Plans
-... , ) .

111.erc;d, uct..3.okof..\th,e general problem sCivin4 ache= under

i ".: ':sghich 44.. have been operating
;.1.1-,..:', -N

TW4.,.
, o '..

Defiriitii3, of the probletaz

.., ...f,

tdb ogoh? ; t
tob 3.1ttle?.'
how td -keep' it going?

what' sipeixik, before?

W-:what -the kcial response?

what' happeis \alter?

,,

'N.
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Session #

6

General Content Aso

4,

2. Generation of a number of possible interventions

(cont'd) -- some good, some bad, etc,

:4

,

7

3; Selection of Grand Pian

can it be done?
is it the simplest way to approach the

problems?
does it create any more problems?
who is in control %a theolitan?
what are some of the possible things that

can go wrong?
how do you decide-on SR+ and SR-, etc?
can you get:target person involved?
does target person see it as .a problem?

4. Start Grand Plan

5. Evaluation of Grand Plan

Transfef of change
^

ASSIdNMEMTtarting of second Grand Plan

Playing psychologist-soCial worker, etc.

' 1. Active listening
'2. aesPect foi Personal opinion

--' 3. Generous use of.refleation_and'reguests for
ClarificatiOh'

4. Introducinwthe ideasinvolved ineciprocal
Roles and social exchdnge theorY

ci 5. °How to deal with fears

Monitor second-Grand Plan

Arrange for follow-up

Training of Trainers ,

(Stern and Lamb, d975)

..."

The literature on the behavioral approach to parent education does
,_.

t
.

.

not trea't th0 training of trainers as a specific topio. e general tone

of the literature indicates that initial theoretical train followed

by more practical training.. From_the authors' awn experien es, this

' :
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practical training typically takes place on a single family basis. *ark-
.

--ing-with-groups_of_parents is one of the last stages of training (if

included in training at all).

Seveial references such as Becker (1971a) and Brockway (1974) give

concrete suggestions to leaders.of parent groups but give very little

regarding the requisite skills for, a parent educator within the behavioral

model.

I ,

; 1C
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tw rncluded in this chapter, are Ahe principles of rational emotive

therapy and their suggested appliCations'in parent ecluoatiOn.

0

VO

History and Principles

-Chapter V

Rational Emotive Therapy Model

.
. .

This particular theory of helping people began with Dr. Albert Ellis,.

1

in,New York City. 'Prom his'experiencelkandstudy it became apparent that
, .... .

/,!.--. -. -,, . 1 --','

people could betaught to approach -theirproblems from a rational,'logical
. .

L-

. ipoint of view.

The central thede of R.E.T. according to, Ellis :1 "Man is i unique -.

ly rational as well isauniquely irrationafanimal, that His emotional'

A '

or psychological disturbances are, a result of his'thinkiniillogicalli or

4

irrationailyI,and-that,he can rid himselfof,moshoflie emotional or

mental 'unhappiness, n effectuality and disturbance if Iwidarns to maxi-

'mize his rational inking and minimize his irrational nking:"
.

1970, p. 36) Ellis belieVes that most people.giving therapy arenteachinq

their clients to reperceie and rethink life events and experiences. 4

R.E2t. is based on the belief that people are not only indoctrinated, pith-
. .

.

A

' irrational, mistakenAdeas of their own worthlessness *en they are youngi4.

. .. >
.

'. :
.. ..

, but they hold onto these into heirqadult lives. The,therapist's job then
- .

. -,,
-

% ,

is to show clients;

;--Ne
How'their.difficulties result ram distorted perc ption and

illogical thinking.

75
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a

.

. ..2. A relatively simple method of reordering their perceptions and'
reorgenizirig their thinking-to remove the basicbauses'of Their

. dgfi'bulties. :

.,Anothei:Thelief Ellis offers is that rarely, if ever, do we experi-

ence.. any
s
of We'a four operations (sensing, moving, emoting, and-think .

-
.., , e

ing) in isaistion. In other words thoughts and emotions overlap. ..si

lcy
. Rational emotive they cites eleven major illogical and irrational

ideas whiok'cause people difficulties:

1. It is a di* necessity for an adult human being to be loved tir

approvecrby virtually every significant other 'person he or she

knows.

2. Ondshould be thoroughly cbmpetint, adequate, and ethic:wing in
all possible reapects to consider oneself. worthwhile. I :

3. Certaipepple are wicked and should be severely,blame
punished for their villainy.

f-

-4. It is awful and catastrophic when things are not the way one'

'.:Wants thereto, be.

O

Pc1

5. Human ha iness is externally caused; people -have or no

contiol!over their sorrows and sturbences

g7--ieor may be ,dangerous or fearsome one should be

rned about it and dwell on thrgissibility of its

'7. s.easie /avoid than-to face ..Certain-life'difficulties
I ,

self=re onsiAiLi"ties:-.

Ott f .
q

, .

.

JO, Wie ihould.be dependent on others'and rely on someone str6ngei
9 an:oneself.' .

.

,

.
,.., .

..

A ,

' 0,,,r9ne's gest history is an.ail-important determiner of present.'

: aviiii; because something once.strongly.affected'ops'a life,
r-itehould-indefinitely have a, similar effect." .

.

.'

10. 'One should,become quite .upset over other people's problems and

disturbances.': .
, ,

- 4

11. There is .nvariably eright,,wecise, and perfect ablution to '.

htman problems, enclit is catastrophic if this'perfect'solution

is not found. (hne, 1862,,pp. 61768) -N

r



Goals

t
Hauck (1967) points out that all that is needed to solve problems is

0
,

.

.

to identify false ideas, then use-logicto show and hoOpfully convince a
t

client of the ideas' irrationality. Once a child acquires new knowledge

in this way, parents must encouraghim or her to behave;i-differently.

R.E.T. programs familiarize parents with EllieIs eleven,points.

Counselors want to be certain parents are skilled in logical thinking

1

practices. Parents need some time to Orient themselves to this philoso-

phy which appears to be so simple. Another learning task for the parents

is familiarization with Haudk's (1967) "Erroneous Beliefs of Child Manage-
.

ment.!!

--4

Counselors also work toward the goal of familiarization 4iththe

special ta&ics Hauck lists. Parents ultimately would be able to use

the R.E.T. approach not only to raise emotionally sound, happy children

but to he]ip themselves feel less about their child-rearing prec-

..

' tides.

a
Training Procedure

None of the R.E.T. literatUresspecifies procedures for parentRduca-
.

tiOn, addressing itself instead to the principles and their applicatiOn.

We take the liberty thtoughdut this section to'suggest possible methods
-
;foeimplalentation and organization.

As stated above, rational emotive cou;selin4 is based on people
4

9

remaining. rational and logical about events and ciroumstances:* 'For
t I

. .
- ,

parents this seemsquite difficult at-fiKst andprobably opposite; to

theig durreht:practides'and-habitsf.. Tarefore, we suggest at leastpmv
,.

v .

'1241atimanute. training sessiOns to. fully divelgO each camel* and tb_'

,

iirptidledcd.rdaeplaY.,scike s4t4At4cAs..
.. y

4

I.

b



Suggestions for working with parents can be found by extending;

Ellis"experiences with groups, some of which were withfamilies. He

1
found that; ,

1.' Group members have many members/participants to show how
*irrational the self-dndoctrinatios really, are.

ti

2. Group members act as counselors to each other as thei-more
,clearly see 'their own difficUltiei.

3. Sometimes 'lust hearing others' problems is beneficial.--

4. One parent'ssolution to a proble helps other patents.

5. Sometimes parents see something first in otiers, which they
seew later in themselves.

6:.*Itheiguments"for homework are carried out'better when suggested

sand Assigned:* the group itself.

7. More hypotheses 'are offered since there are,More participaht4.

0,
N.

'Parents are not.put into a pressurec "true confession".situation but

rather-are.encouraged_by the counselors and other group members to speak up.

A-
.

As in other models, the counselor must work toward making parents-un-
'

,

afraid to discuss difficulties with their 'cli4dren.
,

. ,..
i, ., _

. . . ..* t.,. ..
. . . .

What'is it we are going=to teach these parents? 'First, counselorsa., . .

11.

have to concentrate on the under*ing principles diScUssed earlier in
.-,,

-.-- .
- '4-,

this chapter, since parents need a good understanding of these priddiples
4 .

1 .. '

before proceeding. ..

t _

4

Next;prehented would be the "Erroneous Beliefs of Child Management"

as described by Hauck (1967).

1. Childreq Must Not Question or Disagree with Their Superiors.

a. Some disagreement is good as parents coulckbe:'wrong.-

b. Our children do no think less Of us just beca dis-

°approve of our thinking.
1

C. -Just.because a child is dileAt does not mean.he is agree-

Inept. . 1. 4..

:4
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a

'd. A child is not thinking for hiMiielf.

P
f.

We might be askin* ?/child to be untruthful.

Age might create gui It u,

g.' Forbidding disagreement denies the' ability to reason which

is an essential tool for control df our emotions.

2. A Child and His/Her Behavior are the Same.

a. PaTentimust separate their children fran the children's

, acts.

b. Parents must accept the fact that we are all human and human

aren't perfect.

c. Objectionable behavior occurs because of low intelligence,
ignorance or lack of skill,.and emotional disturbance.,

3. Children Can,UpsetTheirSuperiors..-

a. We as parents upset ourselves.

b. We must learn to ask ourselves, "What did I say_ to myself

just before I'becanle upset?" ,

- _

c. We upset ourselves wheh we believe it is necessary to have

well-behaved children.

d. We confuse desires with needs..

:4. Punishment, Guilt, and Blame are Effective MethOds of Child

Management.
.

li.*,

as Parents must be*sure that the discipline does Aot become a

1 ,
'hew crime.

b. Undesirable behavior must become desirable in some new way.

a
c. The child's inward thinkifig must change as well as'outward-

behavior. c-) . 1.
.

.

'd. Demand perfection and you will.have a tense child.
- _

. .

,
.

s. Correcting with anger bUilde resentment and ha.tred in the

child. 4

f: These tend to create.,emotional disturbance and misconduct.

5. Children tearft More Iran Wha Their:SuperiormirSayThan from

What-They Do. at

a., Learning occurs as we practice what we preach..'
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b.

4
- 4 .

If parents seldom get angry over frustrations, children them,

see contrbIlloftemotiOn works.

6. ',Praise Spoils a Child.
/ ,

--,?..
` '

,

a. Praise theOct not the child.
__.,...-,,,-,

.

b. Praise acts as a reward and siiengthen-J0kw-,b'
!.. .. ' ..

c. A child feels good about hiMSeif or-herself. ,

d. Lack of control spoils ''children not%praise: ._.-..

be. Less harm is..tone by over-prafeing than by-under-praising.

..:

avior.

Children Must Not'Be Frustrated.
.7. - .

.

It will make, adult life seem morefrustrating if children-
Are protected from-frustrate= during childhood.

b. Children are bored without some problems and challenges.
a

c. Children mast learn to avoid unnecessary frustrations,
remove or minimize.gmblems;after they arise end to accept'

what they cannot change. 4 7:

'8. Heavy Penaltiei Work Best If Applied First.'

-

a. Undue punishment.breeds contempt.

b.

c.

1

After all, if things can't:get any worse, why behave?

Severe punishment can work too well and make
of all situations.

9. A Child Must Earn His/Her Parents' Love.

a. Do not withhold

b. Love' as payment

is in an all or

love for misbehavior.,.

a child fearful,

is hard on the learning process; the child

nothing situation.

10. Children Should be Calmed FirSt, Adults Second.
0

-a. Adults should dalm themselves first in order to be effective

teachers.

-b. If adults are not calm the child's behayior will only in-.

crease. ..
. h

, t--
e

After pursuing each qtthese incorrect beliefs, the reasoning behind

. .. -
--,____

them and the results of such actions, pares practice and discuss how
d .t

vs* .

-f
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A

they apply to their situations. A counselor may focus on undesirabf
A

habitg'of children, fears of children, anger,, etc. as topics for dis-

-cussion.

When sessionssessions arealmost.comPlete it 1 cood to cover Hauck's 8pe7,-,

elat- 4

::

cial Instructions to Parents they are;
. ), z,,-,

a. Do not change your tactics jgst'because they do na produce
, .

iMOAdiatg resultg. ,

2. Penalize misbehavior which is ,a reaction to a penalty.

3. Tantrums and-acting out look worse than they really'are:'

4. Misbehavior will often Worsen before it gets better.
r

5.- Our being upset is their reward.

6. Only be concerned with =lie of the child's frustrations.

Practically all parents have regret overbeing parents.

Experiment if -'you wantc-7 parental mistake are- seldom fatal.

9. Remember, you r child should be praised more t4a1-1,,criticized.

tsa,e'
This should be helpful to parents as they begin to,app4

principles on their own. Knaus say6-that g uidance .coup Tors oan save

much time by using a system which goes'direct4,toihe irraticfal heart'

of problems, using words and methOcit which ar4famil*to:gaconcern0
LT.

(Knaus, 1975). This should provide same added encotiragepent to, counselors

to -try this model of parent edacatiork.

f
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Instltute:fbr Rational Living,'Isc., 5 East 65th Street, New York,

New York 10021,

.1;y.

Inc., 1967.

Knaus, I.-'14ahuscript accepted!for publication in Rational Living,

cY

. .

s''' 1 Living,Rational Living,Aalisbed bythe Ingtitute for Rationa 45 East
.kr

N..-
+,! .t , ,...

65th -Street, New'
..

York, New York 10021. (.1 year- $3)
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4.

Seyeral models of parent education, mental health related interven-
tions./ and.examiplee of parent training are presented in this Chapter.
The material' in, this'chaptermay bevery useful to a parent educator but
has notancluded specifics on parent education or on the ,training proceT,
slures pivolved. Psyd'hoanalytic models (including the Child Stddy

s iation of American and Transactional Analysis), reality therapy,
- H Ginott, pre-school examples are reviewed.

Chapter VI

.ta

- -

Additional Models and Uses of, Parent Education

Psychoanalytic

History and Basic Assumptions

There are several*dels or approaches to parent training that do

4.

`no.tfit into the models listed previously in thls,monograph and remain

dIstinc enough in their approach to separate them from the eclectic

models. e psychoanalytic approach fits this categoryThe basic

16'sydloanal tic approach to psychotherapy,and the study,of personality is
. .

based more o a medical model than on an educational model. Psychoanaiy-:

sis is a re- learning experience in which patients learn abOut their

emotional stated and the gonfailons

to external events.these. states and

sizes the importan

_Education, viewed

between them, their reactions to
$

. The theqretical orientation empha-

of unconscious proceisesan this re-learning.

f om a psychoanalytic model is'a Conscious process.

Hence.,' education of tients (and/or prentsk(is basically outside the
,

-territory of

1

classicw psychoanalysis.

In spite of the a of,congruence between classical psychoanalysis

interesting to note that one, of'Predd'a first-and parent education, it

83
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18.

cases involved training a parent to carry out the psychoana invol-

ving a child, "Little Hans," who had a fear of horses. Fre carried out

thg treatment py'serving as consultant p) the boy's father (Freud, 1950).

-This training of a parent in psychoanalytic techniques is clearly within
.

11-6

the radge of "therapy" while many behavioral *leis of training_pirents

\, as therapists fall more in the educational realm.
,

-

History

Mild study, Association of America

One of the most extensive examples of parent education in the liter-

,.

ature is.the program of the Child Study Association of America (CSAA). The
,

....,. ,

higtbry, purposes, _philosophy', and programs of this _association are
. . -

. . ,..

:
, \

cleatly\described in two sources: Parents. Learn Through.Disdussion:

-:,',..-,1 .

,
,

.

Princi 1 eg gnd Practices of Parent Group Education by Aline B. Auerbach

(1968) and Education
o
for'Child Rearing by Orville G. Brim (1959. Both

sources indicate that when the Child Study Association of America was
,--

/ . .

folinded during the 1880's, its function was to meet the\neeas'of what
. ..t

appears to have been a group of middle-class, well-educated mothers Who
t < .

wanted to study experts' opinions on child rearing. ,From this rather
.

.

i

.
, clearly traditional educational beginning,'the CSAA staff began to rea-

v.

lige that parents needed to understand not only their children's needs '1J ' i.
. 6 .

s %

* but .their own needs as well. The group'discuggion i':)rmat was developed' :

, .
..--

ls-7 cans to help parents find out more_about themselves. Ovet the
.

,
n

years these parent groups, as outlined by Audrbacn and Brim, developed '.

mc. . .4. ..

a .philosophy and styl\that is fairly
,

&Insistent with the psychoahaleic
- , :. .

. .

view of-hurban development.. Several of the most,dnaUential c9nsuitants
.

. .. . ,
. ,-,, . S V7 7

to the proqram'were psychoanalysts. Further support for, clasgifying the
.

gift
.

. .

CSAA program as psychoanlytically.,or derives from Auerbach's
.

' di ti,
. .



description of the lls needed by groull.leaders. She states, "This

knowledge should be based on:tile psychodynamic point of view, and should

include a sensitive awareness, of the 'language of behavior' -- the ran-,

ingsl.manifestatiOnsand etiCiogy of behavior in general Ifi part3cularly

in did-family" (Auerbach, 1968, p, 162). She adds, hoWeVerthat'in no

I..,-.. ,o

way does a group leaderl,attempt,to elic4t "fo4otten or unconscious"
.411 --

material. This avoidance of direct attempts at focusing on unconscious

'material'is a c;riajor distinction between.psxchoanlysis and psychoanaly-

tically orient d-parent education.

Basic assumptions maintained

psychodynamic assumbtions'are

1. Parents can learn.

2. Parents-want to

3. Parents,learn best

4. Learning is most
related to the parents,'

children.'
%

.5. Parents can learn
response to a situation.

.

6. Parent grou

, is an inte lectual

7. Parents can .1e

8. Parent. group eduoat.ion

epee.

411
,

9. Each pa;pilt lear

by the CSAA program in addition to

outlined by Auerbach,as follows:

learn.

what they are interested j.n learning.

/4...

significant when the-, subject matter is closely

own immediate experience with their

%.
--..

best whenLthey. ere free to create their own
* c

/
, 4
,

ucation is as much an emotional experience as AP
.

,
.olme. .

k

n.from one aigher. o

'V
provides the basis for.remaking,experi=

his 'or her own way; f

r .. ti Gs
- (Auerbach, 1968, pages 23-28.)

. .
.

. . _..

Of these basic assump ns, numbers 6, and 8 most closely identify the
. , ... . \

approach as related a sychOarialytia model. .- -

"Ci
. ...//

. -.

. ,
ci

,

.
.
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; Goals

. The goals of the CSAA,can be inferred directly from 1C-n

a6Ove assumptions. A:major goal of the CSAA parent education program is

to develop and use a program based on-both sound practice and sound

philosophy. Auer}abh warns that her book is not thetypical handbook

but one presenting a philosophy along with some. pr

Accordingly, the goals of the program are not eas

al experience.

enumerated in a

short list. The program expects parents to ecomemore aware of their

children's developmental stages and the needs particularly important at

each stage. Parents are expected to evaluate themselves in terms of what

goals are as parentS. They are expected'to Observe how their
V

goals relate to previous experienCe and becomemore-awarecifinteractions .

I

that take pla0e in the family setting.. TOe final area of expected per-,
)

,

growthsonal and parental growtn is an increased appreciation
.

for the large ,

...J;

dumber of events and circumstances that directly influence both child'

and parent.

Training and Training Of Trainers-
k

4

The.technique of parent education is entir4y group discussiOn.

Hence, groupdynamics And group process are key issues' in training. The
4

basic assumptions of.the CSAA program convey that the medi'Uft is the mes-

sage. The group -helps select agenda topics, supports and encourages
4.

. .

individual
.

ndividual members, and sets an atMosphere of "we are all-in this thing

together and have common concerns." The training methods are so entwined
4

IP

'
with the philosophy and goals-that readers are direCtTd to .the original"

sources if, after this brief exposure, they_have an interest
',4....

. 0

e
.. e

r-idel. of training. This model of training is very much like

.for training professional social Worker
.. . -
,

t . -, 3
c 86

.....:-.-, .:. . , .:,, '.
, ,

*.
.
.1

k -,..'. .. .' 'd' ',. . .'.,,,,` .

''.,' ", .s2,%------'% .-..::

f

in this'

the model
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.

The ChileHtudy Association

4
gram in the New Yor)trea and in

focuses on child development,

,1\

of Agerica proyidet this training pro,-
h

other areas as well:, \ iC.HAA training

group processes, ,and dynamically oriented

approaches to studying humans. The Association typically provides

direct consultation and supervision .of trainees when they run their

inj.tial'groups,.//

,04-41-f

Transactional Analysis

History and Basic Assu4tionh
V

- 4
A

Transactional analysilis *another model of interventiofi linked

directly to the psychoanalytic framework. Berne (1961), describing trans-
-,

/ actional analysis, discusses three ego states that Can Be*determined by

what he calls "structural analysis." This structural analysitinvolves
-

the separation or segregatipn Of the PaYent, Adult, and Child ego states.

The Parent ego state ihvolves-those aspects of a Person dealing with pre-
,

script ons and proscriptions. When a man's inner,language'tells,hilt that

he shod or should not do something, his.Parent is in control. The,

- i ,

Adult e stake functions rationally and testsireality. When a wOman's
.e

,>,

inner language is functioning,hiuch like :a computer, cheeping facts, up-

l'
NAI4,ngedata, cowarkhi bite of in'ormation'and input, her Adult is in

control. -gtfel Child ego state inVolves fears and desires.. When a man's

71 inner Unguaie tells him, he youLi like' to do a gilken act even though it

- Aight be forbidden, then the Chid is functioning: :
.,- .

Berne

.ferent from

. 4
-4

(1961) indicates.tqatan many ways these'bigo states are clif".

the paychoanalytic constructs of superego, ego and'id,I.

, lspectively.

sird14 1

To the unitiated, hpWeverr the states appear extremely ,

.
: -: '°;,, .. .. "Cti. - ': '.. '.

. "- , . .,... .t..±- It- ,,' - t.. ','
. .

, ;:' "
2 Al
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I

Goals.

1.

ProponeAts Oi\Transactiona1 Analysis (TA) focus on two activities

sliuctural'analysis as outlinedabove, ind tranac'tional analysis.

\:actional analysis examines the transa tion4 between, dividuala. These

transactionaafe analyied on the basis of,the'ego state of each of the

It
people krArolved in thuinterainge. A person acts within,a given ego

anotherstate when attempting to communicate with another person. That communil

cation iA addressed to a particular,ego state in tha other person. As
. .

. c

Berfte (1972) poirits out, when two people-contact one another six ego /

1 .

state may beNlnvolved. When only two ego states are involved in the
.

.

total
7
exchange, the transaction

,

I

is complementary. This type of exchange

.1, can
/
be maderrepeatedly since it mee s the commu nications needs of the

partied itived. An example of th

,
0

4fis (1967)along. with the following ,diagram to indicate the parallel

.

lines showing the domplementary nature of the exchange:

type of cbMmuOcation is given by

.4

J
A man on a bus asks the driver if they will arrive
at their: destination on time. The bus. driver r

replies that they will arrive on time. ,

o

1, \

t

Child

4

'Rider



.

.

. ',V' '- e ' -
_ it -

7e, 1,10., was s parallel. The A ac from his adult ego State by

.
-...

.

indicating a desire for information. driver .rephlied from Ids adult
..... .

. .
'.., -

ego stote with a d*eot reslonse to iR rect question:. Yetanbther
, . .

. ,
--..

complementary transaction ':-c in be "semi
.

thObilOwing elialipie::
}

P

t_

A wife -requests at her sband remove a dekd

mouse from a trap ecause she is so frighte461

by mice. Th5hus d cam _ ies with this reqUest
because he is big d strong and needs to tajce

-.) 1

care of the littl woman.
I

Is' .

k...i .
, .

... .

Again, the flow is parklel and therefo

.

communication can continue until one mea

.t
HULand

a.4 ,
4.4

.
complament4ry- This tYpe!of

,

er becomes. tired of the proce-

, .

4

110
rr:

.46

a

Yt

)4
. ,

. *

dures. If the husband changes his respo se to one that ind ateb that
4

t he wife is
,
now old enough. to solve this tirpe of problem_ herself end. that :

fr . _
s.. `

,, q, ' , ... . . .
.

he is not.'1046r gbing to .remove lace f9r' her, he is%xespoifding" f ram. a
v.- .

. ,..,
. . ...

parent ego. stat.. r Tii0 4es. are no longer: parallel:: Henke, the tr. a
. . , &..--

.
. . . .., - .

. . .- V vs .
s

ion is now a -crossed Or unftimplemehtary tradsfiCtion and campaticcation is
.

A

disrupted:u
....:

Th e *,esmple of t, he' h tsband itefueing. his. wife's

,

r e-

-

tie..

.;

s:..,,t..W040-
-

ND

.
4

tl

be diagrmed as' follows : 4

.
- "

1.
, ..
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4

Wife Husband

Transactional analysis also implies a more thorough evaluation of

the forms of social action. Berne (1972) indicates t4t there are ix

basic types of social behavior available when two people interact:

1. Withdrawal -- with no overt communication.

Q
2. Rituals -- signs of mutual recognition, strokes.

3. Activities work-, externally oriented toward the task.

4.. Pastimes -- repetitive interchanges, socially progtammed.

5. Games -- interactions with hidden ulterior motives where both'
parties collect some..type of payoff.

--'6: Intimacy -- game-free, candid exchanges. ....-,

, ,
. . - -%

.. , ,

Insaddition to these basic tlipes of social actions, Scripts or
f

life plans

are a central concept in TA. The six forms of social actiepllisted above

are ways to structure short periods of time; the
,

Re#son's master plan for spending a lifetime.

-Berne and other proponents of TA indicate that children develop all

scriiat 'is essentially a

three ego states at,an early age.
, ,

..Oi 10r12 months have,d0e1d00noth

They suggest that children by the age

Adul'`egd,states in
14

%

*."\.
11/ I
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addition to their obvious Child state. These states are in constant flux.

Childten develop ego states by observing and modeling parents and otherS:

Trait04

James (1974), in an interesting book\titled: Transactional Analysis

for Moms and Dads: What Do You,Do with Them Now That You've Got Them,

suggests how parents can use TA concepts in evaluating. themselves and

a
't

their interactions with their children. By determining the ego states

-involved in In'exh.Inge with their child, parents better understand

communication and communication break-down. The book is Written for pro-

fessionals and parents but includes no specific sliggeetions for parent
V

educators to use in assisting palents with transactional analysis. James

and Jongeward (1971) present a number of specific suggestions and exer-
-----...

cises combining TA and Gestalt concepts that would be Useful in work with

parents.

Training of Trainers

Most training of profesSionals in the use of TA techniques is con-

ducted outside the standard graduate programs for counselors. There are

several institutys at which peOple can receive training by certified TA,

instructors, In addition, TA workshops often accompany various profes-
, r

.
. .

,
.

7-,, sional meetings-/ For more information or TA training, James (1974)

sUggests the following addresses:

.1

- International Transactional Analysis Association
AO' . . rip ,
3155 College Avenue

-

Berkeley,.California 94705

and

Transactional Analysis Institute

Box 356
Lafayette, California 945°49

91
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Reality Therapy,

c,

History

This afiproaCh to counseling and therapy was initiated by .William
1 4

Glasser,- M.D. When he was finishing his training in psychiatry, it
.

, 1 ,

became apparent to him that the medical model of tlerapy was not success-.

Arr-n
ful. 'He noted the years n&eded for therapy, the patients Who never leave -.

the hospital, and those who keep returning to therapy.

Basic Assumptions

. .

1

..
. .

Glasser (1965) describes
4.

reality therapy as leading a person toward

....4

,dealing successfully with the real world. A therapist must be able not

only to help patients accept. the real world, but to help them fulfill

their needs in it. It is Glasser'e belief that most people enter therapy

because,they are not having some of their needg ftWilled. To fulfill

our needs we must:

1. Be involved with other people.

2. Love and be loved,.

3. Feel we are worthwhile to ourselves and others.

Reality therapy defines responsibility as "the ability to fulfill

one's needs and te do so in a way that does not deprive others of the .

ability to fulfill their needs" (Glasser 1965, p. 13) . 4.."Ao patient must

come to see that he/she is responsible for personal behavior., and that

the therapist Will be more concerned with behaViot than with attitudes.

Reality therapy does not look at past history, does not 'accept excuses

for deviant behavior and does not focus on unconscious thinking. "Why?"

is rarely asked in reality therapy as the concern is more, "What are you

doing?"

92 ,



Training Procedures

Glasser does not apply his model of therapy-to parent education

'yet it appears to be a model which could be used. Reality therapy focuses

on educating people tooew ways of living and does not see patients as

being sick. It teaches responsibility and caring for yourself and others.

All of the above characteristics would help build a good model for parent

education.

A parefit eduCation program could assume that;

1.: Parents are responsible for their own behavior.

2. Parents can teach children to be responsible f6r their own
behavior.

3. Ail family members can come to love themselves and each other.

4. Parents and children can learn to accept realitycand to seek to
have their needs fulfilled in the real world.

Pre-School Programs

History

Legislation efforts in the 1960's prompted much discussion of early

1

development of children. Most educators, mental.health'sPe
4

alists and

child care workers expressed the opinion that finding and attention

hould be focused on children at younger ages. Many expectations were
A

raised concerning improved reading abilities and language skills, better

adjusted teens and happier adults, if early school programs were developed.

With legislation came dollars for pre - school programs such as, Head

Start and Project Follow Through. Marly innovative school programs were
.

. ,

developed for primary grade children (K-3). Early in the development of .

these programs it became clear that p7rents needed o be involved and that

parent involvement should occur atthe earliest possible time. Almost all

1 1 J

. ,
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of the work in early child-parent intervention has been done with minority

and economically disadvaaaged families.

. Training Procedures

-.
s.

NS

Most efforts in this area of parent education can bF broken into.

three types:

1. Training mothers at schook to work-in .the classroom.

2. Training mothers at school, or agency., for home application.

3. TPaining mothers at home.

All of the above categories were implemented in groups and on an

individual basis. They can be .further di,,vided into major goal classifi-

cations. Some projects' goals were to teach parents be'Aer management
O

Procedures with their children. Other projects' goals were to teach

parents to encourage and stimulate learning while their children were

very young.

Techniques included:

1. 'Teaching mothers how to observe b havior in'a classroom which'
they could eventually use ,at home s well.

2. Teaching mothers hoW to.teach at school.

3. Using structured language patterns to improve verbal abilities.

4. Using toys to,teadh important oncepts such as colors, shapes,

vocabulary.

5. Showing mothers lough video to e, rol _playing and demons tra-

tions how to prai , encourage

6. Using mothers to ain mothers.

7. ,Printed material for mothers,to read.

d reward\

Many programs repor 0 themselves effective (Cos'tello, 1970; Fenichel, .

1966; Gordon, 1968). 4 were able to show "hard data" of-their work with ,

mothers. Nevertheless, the literature is rich with examples.of work with
.

I ,A-
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families who are nqt represented,in the 'other models. In addition many

.
.

authors point out errots made as'well as what appeared to'be successful.

The bulk 8f parent eddcation work haA been in pre-school and early child-

,
4

hood'programs and provides a good basis for elementary counselors planning

programs..

Haim Ginditt.

Haim Ginott has exerted a great influenCe in parent education. His

book, Between Parent & dhild(1965),has been read by thousands of parents

_ and professionals. He maintains his approach is based almost solely on

the skills of communicating. He tells parents they must learn'"Children-

A

40w

'This new way of communicating is based on respect and skill. It

requires %that:

1. Messages preserve the child's and parent's self-respect.

4

2. Statements of advice or instruction must be preceded by state-

ments of understanding.

In other words, parents must learn to hear the feelings behind what1a

child is saying and reflect those to him. For example:

Child: I'm never going to school again.

Parent: You had a terrible day at ,school today.

Child: Boy, did I ever.

When the parent didn't respond by saying, "Oh, yes, you are going to

back to school," the child was more able to converse calmly and rationally

about his time at school. For too long people have been educated out of

really knowing their own feelings. For this reason it is difficult for

parents to recognize even-their Own feelins and more difficult for them

to hear the child's. So often when people say they hate someone, others

95



X tell them.they really only dislike. Ginott Viggests that this is dis-

honest and adults must help children know what they feel. .

Basically there are three goals for parents in this method. They

are:

1. Listening with sensitivity.

a. Parents who are attentive to what their children are saying

show the children their ideas are valued;

b. Childredgain a sense of self-Worth.

2. Preventing "grapes of wrath."

a. Avoid messages that create hate or resentment;

b.. Avoid insults, nune calling,,prophesizing, threats, accusa-

,tions, bossing.

3. Stating feelings and thoughts without attacking.

. a. Parents should.say what they honestly feel;

b.' Avoid attacking the child as a person.

1

In addition it is offered that parents allow children to learn how

to make decisions. There is a distinction made between allowing a afild
1.

a voice in matters which are the parent's responsibility and a choice

wherever it is possible., For example, food and clothing.are'a parent's

responsibility to prpvide but a child could have a voice. Homework is

.completely the child's responsibility.

Parents must learn to respond:to diildrin With confidence and cer-

tainty. Ginott pointi out that parents in the past always acted with

authority while parents today act with hesitation. Two things which

N

help parents be more'certgin are setting limits on acts and not restrioL,

. *

ting, wishes. Limits need to say clearly; A

1. What constitutes unacceptable conduct. .

2. What substitutes will be accepted.
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Counselors can use many of Dr. Ginott's, ideas when working with

paregts or in groups. His methods are, not blocked out into a parent

;education mddel but.they could be used along with othei ideas and
r .T

A. imaterials. His work s simply stated and would be attractive for, most
'

parents toread

r.
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Resources

Child'Study Association of America, 9 East 89th Street, New York, New

York 10028. Has a number of pamphlets and materials appropriate

for both parent group memberg and leaders.
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V

Since many counselors operate from a model most correcly identified
as "eclectic," a model is presented that combines elements of several
models described previously. This model has been labeled the Solution
Oriented Approach to ProbleMs (SOAP). The sources of concepts and tech-

niques within the model are discussed. CoUnselors are encouraged to
develop models to'meet their own needs.

Chapter, VII

EcieCtic Parent Education*

After reviewing a number of refereihces.on parent education, the

reader will likely agree with the authors that most practical approaches

to parent education _do not fit. entirely into a single.modef. A number.
- ., .. .

of concepteiaraheldiln common acrt's_models. It
_

.., , .

. :

different terms in 'the,yarious models can Btagen

same referents in both concepts and techniques.

is also apiarentthat
4

.as relating to the

Such, procedures as rein-
.,

. , ., .....

A* 7 4 .

forcement (from a behavibral
&

model) and encouragement (from an

Model) appear to be functionally equivalent. We find, proponents of the':

rational emotive therapy approach,using similar procedures. ;Even though

there are a number of counselor educators who feel "eclectric" is a dirty

411.

at word, experience suggests that once

'-institutions, very few

counselors leave their training

engage in 'counseling activities purely within

one model. The following approachto parent education is proposed as

purposely. eclectic.
/

Y;

. ..N

The authors.wish to acknowledge the contributions of ThoffiAs Reidy in
the writing of this chapter and the.,development of the SOAP system.

1-
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The proposed model of pagerit training qas developed by Lamb and
1 I

lTh9Reidy 11 75) after reviewing e number of modls and selecting those .

e?

t
aspects that appeared most useful and congruent with one over mod4-2

l'.tiris possible that the proponents of existing,models will object to

A ,

such a combination. Lamb and Reidy used this apprbach recently and are

, icompleting the process of data collectiSn,.evaluation and revision.

Accordingly, the tentative model is .preSented t&encourage Professionals

i r.

-,e;;

to develop their own models. As long as
;

counselors can support a model
41),

' e

with adequate program evaluation, they might as welluae the approach

most congruent with their lopel needs and orientation.

Solution Oriented Approach to'Problems; e SOAP System

SOAP is a way of looking at faMily 41"6..411. focuses on solution of

problems and issues rather than On ,individuais, rsonalities, 'side. ,
\ -

problems/issues as is the case in many, families-. The;problems this method attempts
...,

's , .'"

,

. .

to meet are seen. as typical family problems Emembeia of the family are
,

\
,,,'

* .'r

.
unhappy,'upset,,OrsuncoMfortable about some issue or event). Often faMi-

_,i ,

,
.

lies, respond irca mahrler that escalAtes the difficulties and leaves the
., 1,,

4 \ .

( ,

original;issue unresejed,... The steps in the SOAP system are, as follows:

i:'' 1

. .
'.

,

t .

t
T. EdntifiCation 'or ,definition of 'the problem.

,,
,f,, .....

II . 6.e.`t ertinat ion/ of .owneiqhip of the\problem.
..1, . . N7..., .

;
117 . 4ner4ting-seVeral_ so lutirks to the ,brobiem.

1 ... . ..
. ,

:IV. Selgction'of.the solution most likely to: work.
, . .

V.,.;;Application of the solution)..:

VI. Evaluation of the solution:
c.

-
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Identification or Definition of the Problem.

Working with families iii a number of settings, Lamb and Reidy found

it igipossibleta sblme a problem without some assessment of it. Many

times both individuals and families attempt to deal with problems that

are either unidentified, or incorrectly.identified. In asense, this makes

finding an appropriate solution about as impossible as answering a math

problem before it is presented. Problem definitiOn is no simple task;

difficulties in finding acceptable solutions are often associated with

inadequate problem definition. The following guidelines are useful in
1*

helping parents define problems:

-

e of problem` --

2.

-3.

Too much, of something
Too little of something
Haw to keep something good going

,

Be specific and, if possible, talk about observables.

Talk abOVt;;Ztions rather thai attitudes.

Before -- Aon -- After

1. What seems to start the action?

0

0

2. What is the action?
,,

3. ,What happens after the action?

BEFORE -- When?
Where?
How often?
Who is involved?
'Is it usually the same?

ACTION -- Exactly what happened? ,

"AFTER -- What was the- result ?.

Did anything change as a result of the action?
. Did anyone gain anything?
Was anyone forced to do anything as a result?

tr
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II.. Oetermination of Ownership of the Problem.

Ownership of a problem is important to detdrmine since it often

.0.

_directly affects the definpron and limits the choice of solutions.

Is the problem really the child's or is some behavior of the child

resulting ',A a problem for the parent?: A child crying may first indi-

cate that the child has a problems but if the crying,mntinues, Very
4 ,

of ten -the parent develops proble%feelings of responsibility or-avoit

alce. Ownership can shift.. A child with long hair may not see hair as

a problem but'the child's'parent describes hair and child as problem.,

In general, the owner of a problem is in the best position to deal

with it. Multiple ownership means that several family members share a

problem and, accordingly, the responsibility for.solving it.

III. Generating Several Solutions to the Problem.

Few, if any; family problems have only one solution.. Families must

think of several ways to deal With the same issue. Initially,..as many

solutions as possible should be generated without regard to practicalit/

or appropriateness. Family members may learn something about problem

solving by seeing the large number of alternative means of dealing with

each issue. It also gives the group a chance to realize that some of the.

so-called Solutions could in fact intensify the problem or-create new

problems. This ability to discriminate, predict, and evaluate 4,scen

to problem solving. Parents are urged to encourage children to partici-
,:

pate'in solution generation. C4ildren's participation is important for

four theoretical easons: 1) if the ownership of the problem is clearly

or partially the child's, partidipation is carrying out the responsibility

of ownership; 2) by being part,of the pkocess, children are less likely

to engage in a per struggle to a solution that is entirely` parent
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nerated; 3) since solution generation is cooperative, it teaches

cooperating and sharing directly; and 4) participating children observe
4

t4eir parents as models and prepare themselves to use the same methods

when they become parents.

IV, SelectiOn Of the Solution Most Likely to Work.

Which of the solutions'are unacceptable or impractical? By piocess

of exclusion, the large list of solutions can be quickly reduced. Which

ones would set the family up for more problems? These should be dis-

carded without comment about whys someone suggested such a "dumb" solution.

A
Our experience with parents indicates that selecting a solution

should. involve all family members connected with the problem. Solutions

selected by one member Of the family or by just the patents areoften

subject to implicit or explicit "veto"'by another family member.. Such

an Action can be, seen as either a mini- or maxi- tantrum, communicating,

"You think you're so smart and can come up with a plan to control me.

Nell, you better have another think because I'm not going along with

your fancy.plaq. What do you think a them apples?" Su6h a tantrum

typically resul,ts in a subsequent tantrum the tantrumee, and the

escalation of a war.is well underway. Each party brings out bigger guns

until one.is declared the loser. As we have- learned in our work with

families as well as from reading history sources, the declaration of a

A
loser/does not always solve the initial problem and often'creates a

prop;lem more devastating then the original. Grantrdin -- a social inter-.'

change where one person has not had his/her needs met and, accordingly,

engages in some type of aversive behavior, the function Of which is to

-

n.coerce otheis into meeting a specific need or to0 punish them for `fail, ;e

1 -

to do so.)
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V. Application of the .Solution.

The next step in /the SOAP system .s to decide when to apply the

,solution selected in Step IV. It is possible for a family to decide on

..)

a solution but to decide further that the solution is not to be insti-,
.

.

tuted until some-later pant: In practice, many families combine Steps

IV and V. Some families decideon temporary solutions to complex prob-

lemslems d continue to use the SOAP system until a more adequate solution

is found.

VI. Evaluation of the Solution.

(

The final stelbin the SOAPA% item m is the eva1uati I 0 ge. Ere-
, .

quently when dealing with problems, families fail to assess thysults

A 0 , I

e .
''i C44 what

oftheir work. They move o otherr..issues without really knowing
4

ilgippened to the last one. Accorginglivethey do not learn from their

successes and failures. By systematically evaluating the results of
4

4

applying the SOAP system to a given igsue, familiq can develop a self-

correcting feedback s stem. If the SOAP system works, they will want to'.

4

use it again. If it doesn't work, they will need some help from the

group and group leaders to make another attem This self-evaluation

is an instance in which parents can demonstrat amily communicationaand

awareness of consequences.

. .

The evaluation of a problem'solution.depe ds,in part on setting up

4

prior criteria of success or failure. Criteria, can be specified easily

at any point in the SOAP system, but typically they relate directly to

the definition of the problem. If by definiti the problem po longer
/

exists and no new problems take. its place, the thee family members-can

congratulate each other. If they find the problem still exists, then
1

t. they wither generate new solutions, re-define a problem, or live with

0
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it. In Many familie'b this type ofeValuation is very difficult since

family members often "blame" each other for the failure of a given solu-:

tion.. Such'an adversary procedure is clearly contraindicaeed'since it

typically leads to the escalation game mentioned previously. Blaming is

not a solution-oriented approach to problems. Instead of blame, atten-

4

tioVis re-f4tused on the problem.
sum

A. general format for each session i4..SOAP System.

1. Discussion of a general topic.

2. Use example generated by leaders (or preferably parents) to
elucidate topic 'discussed.

, 3. 'Homework.

4. Feedback-consumer survey.

B. General.format'for the entire SOAP pogram.

Session I - Description and discustion of SOAP system

Session II - Review bf SOAP system

Topic Discussion; Rules and Requests

A Session LII - a, Topic Discussion:
4

1.' Natural consequences

2. Logical conseqUences - Punishment

3. Listening - Playing psychologist

b. Use of SOAP on problems brought up by parents
Da

Ses9.on \IV - a. Topic Discussion - Logical conseileaWs----

Punishment and reward

b. Use of SOAP method

Session V - Use SOAP method.

Session VI - Use SOAP method.

Session VII 1 Review SOAR method.



Problems encountered in working with parents in the SOAP System

1. Father participation.
understood or seen as
speaking, fathers may

p2. Need to have facility

Perhaps the system is threatening or poorly
inappropriate role'functioning. pragmatically
be babysitting.

for babysitting.other children.

3. One-parent families differ in their needs and capacity to handle
problems and implement solutions.

. '
Getting,4parents to part.i9ipate suggeetions:

,

mss Fe them it's.not therepyi,
Itit parents in berson,.

e.e '
send letters make follow-up calls.

5. Use school or environment the parent is familiar with for the
this increases willingness to participate. .

6. Dominant members vs. quiet member's. Need to draw in tfi.

to participat%
.

V
7. Be very coffaiete and use examples parents bring up so t

applies tocwhat they consider "real life."

8. Problem of parents missing sessiOns and therefore, som
to find way to encourage attendance.

The SOAP system was developed by combining concepts an
ef4

from various models. Even though Lamb and Reidy were aware that certain

parts of. the various models were incompatible, they attem ted to combine

quiet ones

e system

topics. Need

techniques

those parts that would complement eac4 other. The genera

SOAP system is an alMost verbatiM repetition Of the gene

posed by Gordon's Parent Effectiveness pelogram. Tie out

however, not from Gordon's program but from the standar

the scientific method. The scientific method, or what

hypothetico-deductive method, appears to be the source

outline of the

al outline pro-

ine was developed/,

presentation of

known_as the

for Gordon's model.

at

.

The specific sections of the general outline of th- SOAP system can

be traced to other models of parent education. The p oblem identification

section is in a sense represented in all models of pa ent education.
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The specific format proposed by Lamb and, Reidy iS heavily influenced by
I

the behavioral model. The emphasis on observation assessment-and the

emphasis on determining the events preceding' and consequent to 4 given

behavior are clearly, behavioral. The section concerning. the ownership

of a problem was taken from the Parent Effectiveness Training model but

would also be seen as congruent with the Rational Emotive Therapy and
P

the Transactional Analysis approaches to parent training. The generation

of a number ot solutions for a given problem would appear to be common to

all models of parent education. The emphisis_on inclpding the child in

the,,generation and selection of these solutions appears to be most related
F.

.

to the Adlerian and Client-Centered models. The actual change procedure

that is sele d by a family using the SOAP sys4 is not determined by .

. .

.

. i
,;04 ,c,,

,

a given model,." In fact the actual technique or solution selected could
x

.*T ,

I 'r' '
come frorecany one or more parent 14gpation models: This all inclusive

.

,,

_
-,.

approach to actual solutions clearly` places the' SOAP model in ad eclectic
. -.....0..,`

position. The evaluation section of the SOAP syStem is. most closely asso-

ciated with the behavioral"model since it returns,to the basic data

collection approach used in the problem identitication section. In shOrt,
*

if the k9havior changes, regardless of the source of the technique or

model used for bringing about this chande, the soltition Was appropriate.

The exampleotthe SOAP' system is only one Possible use o# an

- eclectic approach. It is a demonstration c4 how various components of

'

several models can fit together into an approach to fit local,needs and

personal styles of the group leaders.
,

There are some problems when using afteclectic approach with Some-
,

possible drawbacks such as: 4.

)

1. 4
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1. Lack of readily available material for use ty the parents.

2. Lack of consistent theoretical background on which the group

leader can rely.

3. Running the risk of developing a completely idiosyncratic
approach to the groups that has relevance only to the needs of

the leader. 4
.

,4. .Possible inclusion of concepts that are logidally.inconSistent.

5. Makes asking for consultation and collaboration with fellowi5k=
fessionals More difficult.

In spite of these and other'possible difficulties, leaders are encouraged

to bring in skills and condepts'from various models so that theparent

education program can benefit from'asmuch input as possible. However,

it is pribsible that'one's. EMMrt group would be both easier and more

organized if it were based'on one particular model. of parent education.
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Loral.), W.' A., & Reidy, T. J. The SOAP system; a_proposed model for

parent training. Unpublished manuscript, DePaul University,

1975.
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It is the purpose of th is chapter to give a practitioner a set of
guidelines and questions to use in preparation for beginning,a parent
education program in a school.

"lb Chapter VIII

Guide to Getting Going

The authors recognize that this chapter alone will not completely

prepare a person to be successful in parent education. One must be

willing to.spend time reading the materials which are appropriate to

the model selected. In addition, it is strongly advised that specific
.

4

training in, parent education be sought before beginning. This does note ,

necessarily mean returning to graduate school to pursue a list of

courses. Alternatives ,for train ing include enrolling in a workshop at

a,profepsional meeting, arranging consultation with others working in

parent education, atten ing training sessions offered by proponents of
rz ,

a certain model, working, with anot er, professional who has been doing

parent education.

In addition the following consideratiOns would be necessary for a

successful parent education program:

I. Steps in Your Own Thinking.

A. The person who will be the trainer/leader must decide that it
is important to be involved in parent. education.

1. administration or supervisors sHould not mandate counselors

to offer. parent education.

2. success is likely to be Minimal if counselors feel they are

not spending their time wisely. w
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B. A counselor must decide which model of parent education best
fits his/her philosophy and goals.'

,
.

'I\
C. A decision must be made determining which model cad be best.

-*,
accepted by those' who are served.

'
1.' if the parent population'is largely from a particular car

ture, for-instance one in which fatkers are dominant, this
must be considered,

,-,

t ,'.

2. if the population is working mothers or single parents this
must be considered.

,
..

D. A counselor must be aware of what biases or- stereotypes he or
.-.

.

she holds toward certain 'types of famine's."'

I. .famili'es from minorifcbackgrounds

2.. mothers with illegitimate children

3. working mothers

4. families where father's,m4e all the decisions

5, parents who use physical punishment

E. One must believe that paients can learn new skills.

-4 II. Purposes and Goals for Your Program.

A. ,petermine what you wantto change or achieVe, which could be
determined in part by a needs assessment of parents. ,

B. Determine which population will be served d-an4 which model
appears most appropriate.

C. These purposes and goals should be consistent with the goals'
and purposes of the school curriculum, policies and.coungeling
program.

D. The goals should be 'consistent with What the Community wahts.

,

III. OrganizationalzSteps.

A. CdMmunicate accurately to the administration the purposes arid
goals of the parent education program to geld their support.

1. point out the positive "spin-offs" this programcan have
in the community, such as citizens feeling the school is
helpful to them.

0
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2. if parents and schools are cooperating there will be
greater puccess with the students.

B. Determine if there is money available for materials or whether

parentvwill have to pay. In addition-is thdre money for

duplicating'materialscfilms, videotaping, etc.?

. .

C. Determine if the necessaryaequipment'is available (tapes,,tape 0

recorders, video-tape, etc.). Ifieplis is not available within

the school district determine if there-are funds fortrenting

equipment or otherOise securing resources:

D. oeterminekthe best place to meet.

1. specific populations might be more comfortable meeting in

homes rather than at school.

.A
2. schools may not have meeting space, so other facilities

becOme necessary (churches, baxk distr4ct buildings, etc.).

4

3. if parents'have transportation problems, close proximity

is necessary.

E. ,fIdentify ways of communicating to parents about the program;

usually moie than one method is needed. Suggested are:

1. community and schopl newspapers

2. letters ;of announcement

t f

3. personal invitations
4

4'. radio publiC announcements

5.' telephone calls by counselors or other parents

f r''
F. Provide bahysitting if needed.

G. Identify the pop ulation_you are trying to reach. Criteria for

selection may-be determined by your purposes and goals.

H.' COmmunicate the program's-purposes and goals to teachers, poin-

",; ting out how their jobs can be more successful ieparents are

learning how to be more effective with their children (parent4

can reinforce behaviors like cooperation, good listening skills, .4t,,v:;,,,,

etc.). r % .
_

-...

IV. Some Ideas to Consider.

A. Opening a Parent Rout in the school, stocked wi.th reading meter^

ials,and other items of interest.
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B. Using plays or drama as a technique.

C. Stkuctured role playing.

D. Inyolving teachers as co-leaders.

F. Parent education for parents of preschoolers.

G. Co-leading a parent education program with a high school coun- -.-.

selor to reach all members of a family.

H. Using parent as trainers.

I. Taping sessions for assessment purposes.

J. Taping sessions for parents to view (either those parents who
were absent or perhaps those who prefer to not participate in
a group).

Program Evaluation

The general area of measuring the effectiveness of parent education

programs has been neglected by proponents of all the r(odeles presented in

.

earlier sections of this monograph. The only exception has been the

-
inc.41sion of what can be viewed as "hard data" in the behavioral,model.

Since the behavioral model attempts to operationali2ethe,-cOncepts
411 4.

within the model, it is not surprising to find the 164a Of o4servpie.

behavior change used as measures of program effectiveness.

There are basically five types of program evaluation and Aome thath

4 , 1_

do not exactly fit the categories or combine several of them; ,
, r P

4- k".- 11,...
i-'-

..
-1, Pai:ea theirtal reports of eir own behavior change or pare t.'#

reports On ehilebehavior change., , , \ --- .,-
q

2., Parental reportsiof attitude or child-rearing philosophy changes.'- \. :'
,

. ,....,._ .

I3. Outside observations of behavior change on the part of the
parents or children involved.

4.. Outside reports of changes in parents' attitudes.

5. Condumer reports_from parents. 1
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From a scientific standpoint/ taking'into account .41e reliability and

: validity of die in which external ,

observers collect the information used in program evaluation are the
,

preferred choices. Baer, Wolfe and Risely (1968) discuss some of the

issues,involving research. in a behavioral model, and their discussion

easily applies to problems faced in other models. Using highly trained

observers Zeilberger, Sampen, and Sloane (1968) obtain reliable Measures ,

of child and parent behavior. However, froth a loiStical and simply

practical standpoint, the use of highly trained, accurate observers is

beyond the resources of most counselors conducting parent education pro-

grams. The training, hiring, and Constant checking of observers to

observe in homes and schools and repo4i:behaviore of children and

parents in experimental and control gr:Aps require considerably more

- !.., '.

time-and funds than are apt to be avail b3,e to the typical counselor. .

__,. . ,
___._,

... ...,

In addition,4 the economic reasC6F-_fe--not providing exte014.:
, .--.. ---. ...

observation, the problem of observability of the.goalSseveth Of

the models makes such external observation difficult',-,if-not impossible.

'
Several of the models, presented in this monograph Make no attempt at

ti

operationalizing'ebncepts at a level of concrete, observable behavior.

Parents have adei-i trained to observe the operationalized corstepts

'within the behavioral model but there appears to be some questiolC-
.

re-

. -
garding their abilities as observers. Herbert and Baer (1972) deMpn

-strate that parents-4A not particularl good observers when compared'',

toexternal

and parents

4.

obseiVers but point out that even though external observers

disagree-on specific observations, both can agree on general

changes in behavior.,' Patterson and Fagot (1967),make more typical use

of parents in evaluating a training program administering an adjective
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checklist and post-yarent education to show change. Gordon (1970) pre-

.

sents several parent attitude measures in program evaluation since

parents may change how they respond to a paper and pencil task closely

related to the goals of a program but may not change their behavior with

their children. In short, the validity of attitude measures when attemp-
t

ting to measure behavioral change is always in question. Accordingly,
...e

the colinselor beginning a parent education program is faced with the

fact that external observers are scientifically "best" but usually ruled

out by economics of time and money. Parent reports may be of question-
s

able reliability and validity. Attitude measures may not accurately'

predict how a parent will respond to a "real life" situation. All of

this gives the impression that evaluation is impossible unless the

program is part of a funded protect that includes collection of research

data.

Program evaluation can be accomplished in a way that gives feedback

to a cognselor. Feedback iq meaningful if it 1) aids in making changes

that improve a program, 2) aids in identifying parts of the program that

should be maintained, and 3) can be used to proMote a successful program

in the community and school. The consumer reports type of program

44
evaluation mentioned above can readily meet these criteria. Several

examples of consumer reports are included in'theAppendik following

this chapter.

One remaining type of program evaluation not included in the above

list may be called simply basic data gathering..-,The leader of a program

maintains information on the following issues to'furpei.'assist in pro -

1) numbers of families involved; 2) :numbers of mothers,

(

of parents; 3) $ypes of fami.L.i,es represented in terms

age of parents, economic status, educational background,
,

viding feedback:

lathersr and pairs

(:), size of family;



vocation, types of problems or concerns that brought the family into the

program, source of referral, etc.; 4) average attendance and any prdblems

in attendance; and 51 other issues generated by, specific interests of the

counselor.

Each leader of a parent education group can efficiently qAther

basic data-at the beginning of a group. consumer reports dan,be gathered

at the end of each session. This information generates feedback and the

basics of program evaluation. We feel strongly that no parent education

program should be run without some form of evaluation. The potential

benefits far out-weigh the costs involved,

Conclusion

As is apparent, there aro a great number of similarities as wellas

1v4 ,

differences between models and techniques of parent training which make

it. difficult for a professional to decide what is needed for a-giV'en
°

program.

We see the following similarities in all the models of parent eduCa-

tion presented' in this monograph..:

1. Teaching children responsibility for their own decisioni and

actions important td their development: All the models

treat -pi: ants' inability to allow children this freedom.

2. Parents must become aware of their own needs as well as reach

an understanding of their children's needs.

3. Parents must learn to give clear messages. All models focus on

methods of communication to improve parent-child relationships.-

4. Parents must learn to listen accurately and effectively. Many

words are written on parents misreading the child's. message.

5. Parents needs to assess their methods of child-rearing. It is

important to all models of parent education. that parents be

aware of what hasn't worked in the past and what is,Poigible

now. This assessment is important in setting goals for change.
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6. Children are active participants in that they have learned

certain ways of coping with their environment. If these coping

mechanisms are seen as inappropriate or unacceptable, parents
must make changes so that the children will change.

7. The earlier the trainin3
J

the better. All parent educators
,

agree that early intervention'in parent-child relations enhances

the chances for success.

Differences reflect the models, theoretical approaches to therapy

or counseling. Beliefs about mankind, human abilities and rights and

the role of the leader are basic differences. Other differences seen are:
4

1. How much the child has to say. Some models do not promote the

,role of child as choice- maker, while others insist that the child

play an equal part. Also.there are differences in whether chil-

dren are included initially or only later.

2. Goals related.-to observable behavior or internal processes. In

our opinibn all models ultimately deal,with both of these; how-

ever, the difference is, in the main, one of focus. This also

accounts for diffesences in how they measure their outcomes.

. 3. Role of the parenteducatorz The degree of control the leader

exercises in the group or with individuals differs from model

to model. The leader may be viewed as an advice-giver, expert,
group facilitator, or just a listener.

4. Techniques vary between and within models. They range from:

a. straight instruction, either theoretical or practical.

b. partial instruction and partial role playing, video

taping, shared' discussion, etc.

c. no. instruction, just reflection and listening.

S. Child development inChded or not included in instruction or

discussions.

All parent education models-.share some of the same short-comings:

Throughout the field of parent education, there are few riferences on

training parent trainers. Exceptions to this criticism are found in

material:dealing with the Child Study AssoCiation of America (which

represents-a dynamic or psychoanalytic model the Parent Effectiveness

Training program (repk9senting a clienticentered model), and the Adlerian

1217
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Family Counseling program. Auerbach (1968) gives 'a reasonably clear

description of the typical training and,resultantlskills required of

leaders working within the CSAA program. His des'ription, however,

gives the impression that actual participation i0the trainj.ng,program

460 : !

is the onlyway to fullyhpreciate the nuances of philosophy and finer

4,

points of technique in the CSAA parent discussionlprogram. The P.E.T.

program has a thorough training system set up thrildUgh the Effectiveness

Training Associates which trains and certifies 1 aders to provide P.E.T.

in a manner reflecting the goals of the original program. The Adlerian

family counseling program offers a seqdential training program that

essentially guarantees that trainees completing i e courses will have

the skills required to provide the services need d within the model.

These courses are offered through ;various Adlerian Institutes listed

elsewhere in this monograph. Accordingly, at

want to receive training in parent education,

find it outside the tylitical acad&ic training c

evidence that training in parent education is s

in graduate programs.

is point, if counselors

ey are most likely to

nters. There is no

stematically included

Another deficit shared by most models of parent education is the

lack of specificity in descriptions of actual p'rent training. All to

often examples In the literature read, !rhe par nts were instructed,"

"TIT group discussed," "Material was presented,' etc. We are well aware

that long verbatim accounts of training session= would be bdring and

therefore not serve any instructional purpose. j However, more detail on

specific training procedures would" be-host helpf 1" to counselors just

beginning groups. This attention to detail is a so a prerequisite to

building a ,research base from whichto evaluate e/effectiveness of

122 ` i''"
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jparent education. Wi out this detail, it is impossible to replicate

any previously reported study, and without replication the utility of

and ability to generalize,from any research are extremely low.

The literature on parent education is also woefully inadequate in
%

matching models to particular target populations. This.is similar to

the situation of all children coming to a particular counselor-receiving

the same very specific form of counseling. The children or parents are

made to fit the model rather than the model selected to pest fit them.

At this point, not enough research has been reported to allow a counselor

- to assign parents to particular models acsording to any policy based on

empirical cvidence. There is a related lack of data for selecting a

modeol for a given setting. In short, counselors will have to continue

"flying by the seat of their pants" in this area. Another related area

where the research base for parent education is extremely disappointing is

in the differential effectiveness,of the various models,. Accordingly,

we suggest that counselors use their own professional judgment in selec7

tang the best model for their situation in light of their own personal

skills.

Following this chapter are some sample letters, materials, and

evaluations. Do remember to make careful plans for your program and

bring important people with you as you progress. Without good planning,

proper support, and evaluation you will encounter much difficulty and

probably not reach your goals.

A
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Appendix 1: Sample Booklists.

Book lists

Books to Own - Detroit Publid Library, $50.
Send self - 'addressed mailing label and payment in check or money
.order to Publications Department, Detroit Public Library, 5201
Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 48202.

Children and Poetry. - Compiled by Virginia Haviland and William Jay Smith,
Library of Congress; 1969, 67 pp., $.75. Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402.

Children's Books for $1.50 or Less - Isabel Wilmer, Chairman, Revision
Committee, Association for Childhood Education International, 1969,

.8 pp., $1.00. 3615 Wisconsin Avenue N.W., Washington,
D. C. 20016.

Children's Books of the Year, $1.00.
Child Study.Association of Atherica, Inc., 9 East 89th Street, New
York, New York 10028.

Bibliography of Books for Children r 134 pp., $1.50.
A.C.E.I., 3615 Wisconsin Avenue N.W., Washington, D. C. 20016.

Booklets of Interest

U.S. Government Publications, Superintendent of Documents, U.S: Government
Printing Office, Washitgton, D. C. 20402.

I-

Delinquency Today - A guide for community action, HEW, SES. Office

of Juvenile Delinquency and'Youth Developments 22 pp.$.20.

Research Relating to Children - Bulletin No. 23, HEW, SRS Children's
Bureau, ClearinghOuse for'Researdh in Child Life, 1969, 161 pp.,

$1.75.

Child Study Association of America, Inc., 9 East 89th Street, New York,

.New York 10028. 0

Preparing Our Children to Live in a World of Diversity by Strengthen-
ing Their S4rise of Identity, and Each Child an Individual, Promise

and Challenge - $2.00. -

Current Stresses on Out Children, and Impact of the Integration Crisis

on Children and Families $2.00.

° New Perceptions ofChildren's-Beha/ior and Needs $1.00.

The Function of Rebellion - Is Youth Creating,New Family Values - 83

pp., $2.45.

12.7'
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Appendix 1: (continued)

Association for Childlood Education International, 3615 Wisconsin Avenue
N.W.,,c1ashington, D. C. 200l6.

Children and Today's World'-. 68 pp., $1.25.

Play - Children's Business ,r-k A guide to the selection of toys and
games, infants to 12-,years-,olds, 40 pp., $.75.

Discipline -. 32 pp., $.75.

ti
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Appendix 2: Evaluations

Par ent Group Discussion

Evaluation
(2-

1. The group discussion was worth my time to meet and discusi my role as a.
*Parent.

1

1., 2

No
Worth

3 4 5

Some
Wdrth

2. This experience has given me a valuable opportunity to communicate with
school personnel on an informal basis:

7 8 9

Mush
Worth

(0

2
4143
No value

in opportunity

3 4 5

Some value
in opportunity

, w

6 7 8 9

Very;yaluable
in opportunity

' 3." This kind of experience should be provided for other groups of parents.

2

No valVe
in opportunity

3 4 5

Some value
in opportunity

6 7 8 ' 9

Very valuable
in opportunity

4. (a) Would you like to'have the opportunitylof meeting again with this
same group?

Yes

;

No Maybe Undecided

r-

(b) Would you like to have the opportunity of meeting again but with
another froup df parents?

Yes -

No Maybe Undecided.

5. 4
prefer-this type of group experience to listening to a presentation

by a guest speaker.

Yes Maybe

43
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Appendix 2: (continued)

Study Group Evaluation

1. Did you attend-
.

(a) all-of the sessions?

(b) most of the sessions?

(c). very.few of the sessions?

2. The sessions were

(a) too long.

(b) too short.

(c) just right.

.

3. The times givriwere

(a) convenient:"

(b) fairly convenient.

(c) not convenient..

4. The groups- should be

.(a) more structured.

(b) more flexible.

(c)sno change.

5. Material covered was

C

(a) very helpful.

(b) sort of helpful.

(c) not helpful.

t

A

ps,

N_

'14.?
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7 Appendix 2: (continued)

Did the group experience

(a) change your ideas abotit children?

(b) change yodr methods at home?

(c) help you to communicate better with your
children?

(d) help you td'understand the school
environment?

(e) change your ideas or attitudes= about
counselors in the elementary school?

7. Would you attend these groups if offered,again?

8. What did you like best?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

9. iihat did you like least?

6'44e 10. What changes wo id you recommend?
,

P

t.

\
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St. Vincent's Group

Session t

Lamband Reidy 1975 .'

. Appendix 2: (continued)

ro-

PLEASE DO NOT PLACE
YOUR NAME ON THIS _SHEET

Consumer Survey (or the Nader Report)

1. At this point I think that these Child Study sessions are:

(a) very helpful

(b) somewhat helpful

(c) I can't tell

l4

2. This session was:

(d) very little help

lel not likely to be helpful at all

(a) very helpful .(d) very littie help

(b) somewhat helpful (e) no help at all

(c) I can't tell

3. The presentations by thleaders were:

(a) not clear at all (c) mostly clear

(b) somewhat clear (d) very clear

4. To make the next class better, I would suggest

132



Appendix 3: Sample Letters

PROJECT HOME START
4

WHO: Personnel. from Longfellow, School

WHAT: Acourse in child management techniques

WHERE: Oak Park Christian Church (i'ackson and Ridg9land)

WHEN: Monday afternoons, 1:30 n 3;30

BONUS: Babysitting service furnished

0.

During the school year we invite you to come and share colon concerns,
ideas and problems with us,. The parents of kindergarten children and the
parents of. primary age children new to Longfellow will be invited to-
attend one of the courses offered. Our first course will start on Octo-
ber 1 and continue for eight Mondays through November 26.

.

This invitation inno way indicates that your child is having problems in
school. You are invited because we feel that the success of. your child
in school is very importnat to you and to him (her).

Dorothy Bla& - Psych logist

kathy Fleming - Counselor

Please complete the following form and return it to school by Thursday,
September 27.

I will be able to attend

I' will not be able to attend

The number of children I will be bringing for sitter service

Ages of children for sitter service

Parent's Signature

133
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Dear Dad:

Appendix 3: (continued)

We would like to invite you to .a series of group meetings along with
other dads. The purpose for our getting together will be to discuss the
problems of being a father to today's child. We won't be just hearing
about, what the experts say, but in addition we will share our ideas and
learn from one another!

.

We will plan to meet once a week for eight weeks. The school will furnish
all the materials that we will need.

Won't you please check off which time is best for you? We will meet at
the. Monee Elementary School from 7:30 - 8:30. We will notify you of the
day after'receiving everyone's'sign-up slip. Hope to see tyou?

Monday Wednesday

Tuesday Thursday
7

Jackie Lamb, Counselor

Loren Ross, Principal

%
cannot attend now but would like to at another time

i

1
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Appendix 3: (continued)

SAMPLE PARENT LETTER

(Eclectic Group)

Dear ParentS' Of children at

4

On a number of you attended a meeting
where a presentation was made by . At this presenta-,
tion-a proposal was made to offer a Child Study Course at

.. A description of-the course was given and a number of'families
.

signed Up bp' be involved in this,program. If you signed up at that time, .
you will be contacted by phone for the final arFatRemeritg"'for starting the
courses If you were not at the meeting or did not sign up at that time,
this letter gives you a,chance to sign up_now.

The child Study program has been presented in other schools in the area
-..and grew out of our contact with ,parents in these various schools. In

s-
working with children, parents and teachers in various schools and agencies,
we have been impressed with the fact that many parents share common con-
cerns about their c ildren and families. We have also noted that-various
families have found s of dealing with Ape,concerns that ran be useful
to other families. We ye attempted to find a way ofhelping families
deal with their concerns about child management and family_communication
that can use the solutions developed by Iother families combined with our
own professional background in dealing with Children and families.

The Child Study program involves what we see as normal problems or concerns
in normal families., All families have difficulti4 at times. Our goal is
to assist families in learning better how to deal with such issues or con-

: cernS in such a way that makes the family atmosphere more positive and
hopefully decreases -the chances of larger problems. We are not attempting
to deal with severely disturbed or disordered children and families. We
can,/ however, assist:families with more serious concerns in gaining access
to .sources of treaeinent in the community.

. ,

The program involves a-series of ten sessions to be held at the school.
These sessions wilt run from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. starting on
Each session will involve a presentation of a topic by a project staff mem-
ber, discussion of this topic, and some practice involving that topic. In

addition, each family represented in the Child Study program will be selec-
ting at least one area of concern for-them and developing a new way of
dealing with it. This will involve homework assignments of observation in
the hoiMe, practice in designing iew ways of.changing the behavior,involved,
and wayS of evaluating the success of the new plan.

At this point, there are still some spots open in the program. If you are
interested in participating, please fill out the attached form and return

it to . The only requirements for attending the
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Appendix 3:' (continued)

Sample Parent Letter (Eclectic Group)
Page 2

program are that you are interestedin'aricipating and that you will
agkee to an interview with project staff members before, beginning the

. program and again at the end of the project, In this way, the course can
be designed to meet the needs of the participants and we can also deter-

,

mine.the'over-all effettiveness of the program by interviewing .you after
the completion of the program.

7
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Appendix 3: (continued)

, 7, m r' m m - - _ _ ,_ PN

;.(

Yes, I am interested in participating in the Child Study program offered
through . I understand that the program will
involve ten sessions that will ISSt for two hours each. The first ses-
sion is scheduled for . I also understand that my
family is expected to beinterViewed'befOre the first,session and again
after the last session in the progtam. I also understand that during the
program, I will' select at least one behavior in my home that I will work
on as an assignment. Please contact me to give me the_specific details
and arrange the interview.

'Name

Address

Phone Number (Home) ' (Work)

r

r

4

a
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